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Zarb Defends
President's
Energy Plan

als

Gov, Julian Carroll has announced that Calloway
County is scheduled to receive an $85,000 state grant.
According to Charles Hinds, director of the state Department of Library and Archives, the funds are to be
used
for expansion and renovation of the
Calloway County
Public Library.
Gov. Carroll in approving the grant for Calloway County
Public Library said, "This investment is one of the soundest that can be made in these difficult times because it is
an investment in knowledge and, consequently, an investment in the future."
Hinds is expected to be in Murray later this week to
present the check to the Calloway library board.

Hardy Kelso Home Destroyed
By Fire Late Saturday Night
The home of Hardy Kelso,
south of Lynn Grove, was
completely destroyed by fire
late Saturday night, as well as
two automobiles at the
residence.
Officials of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit said
the cause and origin of the blaze
was not known. No one was at
home at the time of the fire.
The call came at about 11:30
p. m. Saturday. The contents of
the home and 1972 and 1966
model automobiles were
destroyed in the fire.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Bernard Stein, Bill
Marcum, Charles Tubbs, Bud
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Bentsen Is Fifth Demo
Presidential_ Candidate
WASHINGTON API — Sen.
.lovd M RPntsen Jr.. a
wealthy Texan with more money than tangible political support, today became the fifth
formal entrant into the 1976
Democratic presidential race.
''The paramount issue is economic recovery," Bentsen said,
declaring he would offer his
party and the nation "leadership which is at once candid,
unafraid and positive."
Benieen formally itriveiled-his
candidacy at a news conference
and reception in Washington
before flying to Houston, Tex.,
for a second news conference
and reception.
In making official his campaign plans that had been obvious for months, Bentsen cited
his business and political background, including three terms
in the House.
"I believe this blend of private and public outlooks, Washington and non-Washington
viewpoints, and legislative as
well as administrative experience is what is required of
the nation's leadership in the
last half of this turbulent decade," the Texas senator said.
Besides providing jobs to pull
the nation out of its current

Planets To Provide
Sky Show Tonight
LOS ANGELES (API —
Venus and Jupiter, the brightest bodies in the sky, will seem
to meet in a "double star" effect after sundown tonight.
The apparent rendezvous of
the two planets occurs annually, but this year the bodies are
in an especially good position
for viewing in the western sky.
If it is clear, viewers in all
states will be able to see the
paired planets for about two
hours after sunset, according to
the Griffith Observatory here.
Less than a finger's width of
space will appear to separate
Venus and Jupiter during the
planetary conjunction because
of their positions relative to
Earth. But in fact they are
dome 404 million miles apart.
The observatory said the
planets would seemingly start
to move away from each other
tonight, but would still provide
a vivid show for several days.

economic recession, he said
"we must also restore an economic system wrucn provicies
diversity of opportunity for
earning a living and gives
meaning to the dream of individual independence."
Sharply critical in recent
speeches of Secretary of State•
Henry A. Kissinger, Bentsen
said, "We must have a foreign
policy which gives as much
weight to interdependence as it
does to military strength."
He said the Republican administration in Washington
"has failed to govern with either wisdom or foresight.
"It has bounced from crisis
to crisis," Bentsen added. "It
has reacted to the problems of
the moment. It is without specific goals. It is without sensible plans."
He chose a holiday, when few
other news events were likely
to occur, to announce his candidacy in the Senate Caucus
Room, a traditional launching
pad for presidential candidates.
Under a Texas law passed in
1960 for the late Lyndon B.
Johnson, Bentsen will be able
to run for both the presidency
and re-election to the Senate in
1976.
In the past 18 months, Bentsen has taken advantage of his
job as chairman of the 1974
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee to travel
widely while making little effort to hide his interest in the
presidency.

Weather Forecast
Partly cloudy and cooler
tonight with low in the lower
.p..c4we.of
rain TuWay,
in the upper
40s. Wednesday cloudy with a
chance of showers.
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Rev. Richard Walker
To Leave Pulpit At
1st Baptist Church

Nanci Peterson Selected Public
Relations Director For Calloway
Interested Calloway County Murray State University in
residents will soon be able to December with a B. S. in
discover more about the journalism, and was employed
workings of county agencies
and offices. Through a federally
funded program, Nanci C.
Peterson has been employed as
public relations director for
Calloway County, and plans to •
explore the county, describing
what she sees through the
media.
Brown-eyed and brunette,
Ms. Peterson works through the
office of County Judge Robert
Comprehensive Education and
Training Act of 1973.
"We plan to release, on the
average, two features a week,
and possibly more, including
whatever news or pictures are
available from the various
agencies," said Ms. Peterson.
The articles will appear
Nand C. Peterson
regularly in The Murray Ledger
as
News
Editor of the Murray
Times.
A Murray resident, she State News during the 1974 fall
graduated cum laude from semester.

Ms. Peterson, recipient of a
$100 West Kentucky Press
Association scholarship, served
as staff writer for the Cairo
Evening Citizen and Hickman
County Gazette last summer.
"I learned a number of things
In Hickman County, where I
spent most of my summer,
about writing and about people.
I also learned something about
county government. To this I
plan to add a great deal more
knowledge, which I can share
with Calloway Countians," she

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — "I
wish you wouldn't use the term
'birds freeze to death,' "says a
Western Kentucky animal-science specialist who asserts that
the detergent-spraying method
of exterminating blackbirds is
humane.
"When you say the birds
freeze to death, this has the
connotation of a lot of pain,"
Dr. Wade ICadel, director of the
Kentucky Animal Diagnostic
Laboratory at Hopkinsville,
Ky., told a reporter Sunday.
"These birds don't appear to
be in a lot of pain to me."
The City of Paducah reported

a kill rate of about 50 per cent
among its two million blackbirds after spraying them with
a detergent that washes away
protective oils, causing them to
die of exposure.
Kadel, commenting on a
charge by environmentalists
that the killing process was inhumane,said the birds actually
don't freeze, but die of shock.
Environmental groups went
to court to block the Army
from exterminating about 12
million birds at Ft. Campbell
and Milan Army Ammunition
Depot in Tennessee. But The
Army was given the go-ahead
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PORTRAIT UNVIILED A portrait of the late Mrs. Margaret Ferguson, a dormitory dire(
Murray State University's Elizabeth Hall, has been unveiled and dedicated by the 235 coeds
residing in the nine-story structure. Painted by artist Jim K. Frost, Rushville. Ind., and made
possible by contributions from the girls, the portrait was unveiled by Cindy Small, left, a junior
,
a
from Mt- Carmel: M.,- arid Mrs Margaret Wadefirs -a-clirector at the- dorm. Mrs. Fergosort
native of Guthrie. Ky.. had been a dormitory director at the University since 1%7 when she died
last August. The portrait will hang in the dormitory's main lobby.

Rev. Richard E. Walker
announced his resignation as
pastor of the First Baptist
Church at the morning worship
services on Sunday.
The pastor will be returning
to Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil,
South America, as a foreign
missionary after he completes
his pastorate here on April 6.
Rev. Walker said that his
ministry here had been very
delightful, but felt that The Lard
was calling him to return to
Manaus for missionary work
there. He and his wife, Bea, and
their 15 year old son, Boyd, will

WASHINGTON (AP) — SkyThe Senate may take final
rocketing petroleum prices dur- action this week to block Presiing the past year have cut U. S. dent Ford's oil price hike, but
petroleum consumption by "at prospects of overriding the
least one million barrels a promised veto are in doubt.
day," Federal Energy AdminisThe House, which already
trator Frank G. Zarb said to- has voted to block the increase,
day.
this week acts on more money
''Present consumption would for the Penn Central railroad
have been at least one million and creation of a select inbarrels a day more if prices telligence committee.
had not risen so sharply," Zarb
Both the House and Senate
told the House Energy and start the week today with tradiPower subcommittee.
tional readings of George
Zarb defended President Washington's farewell address.
Ford's energy program, which
The Senate appears certain to
includes a plan to cut U. S. oil approve the House-passed bill
consumption by imposing a $3- blocking for 90 days Ford's acper-barrel import tax on petro- tion to reduce Americans' fuel
leum.
consumption by driving up the
He said the increase in crude price.
oil prices that will result from
But Ford has announced he'll
the increased tariff will raise veto Congress' blocking bill,
the price of gasoline about 10 to and some senators say it's a
15 cents per gallon while cut- close call whether the Senate
ting U.S. petroleum con- could muster the two-thirds
sumption an additional million vote necessary to override.
barrels per day.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 13Zarb said that to reduce con- Wash., predicted Saturday the
sumption by that amount by Senate would override Ford's
levying additional taxes only on veto and thus block the oil
gasoline would have hiked the price hike but did not say what
price of gasoline about 40 cents he based that prediction on.
a gallon.
The bill would suspend Ford's
He said President Ford's pro- order to increase oil import tarposal, which will affect all pet- iffs $1 a barrel effective Feb. 1,
roleum products, not just gaso- $2 in March and $3 in April to
line, was more equitable.
increase gasoline prices.
Congressional opponents, priZarb also criticized members
of Congress who claiin Ford is marily Democrats, want to susseeking too big a cut in oil con- pend Ford's price hike to give
sumption. He said failure to fol- them time to develop an energy
low the President's recornmen- program of their own.
The House Ways and Means
A''''''' -nuld make the United
States susceptible to a renewal Committee is scheduled to take
of last year's Middle East oil final votes on a Democrat-sponISee House, Page 12.)
embargo.

Their oldest son, Winston, will
• Born in Minneapolis, Minn. on be entering the
School of
-Oct. 16, 1953, Ms. Peterson Ozarks, Point Lookout, Mo.
moved to Murray with her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Oa T.
Peterson, at age three.
"I haven't had much time for
anything but writing recently,
but I used to enjoy horseback
riding and doing obedience
work with dogs, and I'd Like to
find time again for both," she
WASHINGTON (API — Pres- to make speeches, meet with
sal‘1.
ident Ford, after a recent barn- some two dozen governors and
storming stint around the coun- hold news conferences as part
try, is launching a face-to-face of his effort to drum up public
campaign for his energy and support for his programs.
economic programs among
Ford's programs were critimembers of the House and Sen- cized anew Sunday by Senate
ate.
Democratic Whip Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia and Sen.
He has invited the Senate ReHubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn.
publican steering committee to
Byrd, appearing on CBS's
dinner at the White House
"Face the Nation," said the
last Friday from Supreme tonight and is planning break- President's proposals would
Court Chief Justice Warren E. fasts, dinners and receptions "aggravate recession, inBurger after the environmental every day through Thursday crease unemployment and have
groups exhausted their appeals. for other legislators from both a serious effect on inflation."
Birds were sprayed first in parties.
Byrd said the Democrats in
Robertson County, Tenn., then
The Senate this week may the Senate will go along with
in Paducah, where civilian au- take final action on the House- Ford on tax cuts and rebates
thorities were not prohibited backed delay in Ford's oil tariff but will reject the President's
from killing birds but had wait- hike while the House Ways and energy programs which he said
ed for the outcome of litigation Means Committee is taking fi- "would increase inflation, reagainst the Army before carry- nal action on a Democrat-spon- cession and unemployment."
ing out their plans.
Humphrey, speaking on
sored tax cut plan that may
Lt. Col. John /Close, public in- reach the House floor next NBC's "Meet the Press," asformation officer at Ft. Camp- week.
serted that Ford's programs
bell, said the Army is following
The President was on the would "lead this country into
an appeals court suggestion to road during the past two further recession, increased inwait for the opinion of an inde- weeks, travelling to Georgia, flation and ... more unemploypendent group of scientists on Texas, Kansas and New York ment."
the long-range effects of the
program before exterminating
the birds on the federal reservations.
Paducah Director of Public
Services Gene Ruoff said many
of the birds sprayed Saturday
night survived because the
weather wasn't cold or wet
enough.
Birds died slowly Sunday,
huddling together in groups
against the cold.
A spokesman for the Kentucky Humane Society and Animal Rescue League said, "The
society realizes that these
things have to be killed, but we
wish they could be killed in a
humane way — quickly."
(See Birds, Page 12(

Ford Launching Face-To-Face
Campaign Among Legislators

Animal-Science Specialist Calls
Method Of Killing Birds Humane
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Southwest Elementary School Junior Beta Club officers were installed by officers of the Calloway
County High School Beta
Club in a special ceremony Thursday morning at Southwest. Pictured, left to right, front row,
Ricky Garland, president, Shane
Lassiter, vice-president, Nancy Murdock, secretary, and Karol Kemp, substituting for Sheila
McKenzie, treasurer, all of Southwest, back row, Mrs. Mary Ruth McCuiston, Southwest Beta sponsor, Norita Cassity, president, Pam
Robertson, first vicepresident, Linda Avery, secretary, Marketia Orr, expansion chairman, all of Calloway High, and
Mrs. Vernon E. Riley, Calloway
Sponsor and Kentucky Beta Club sponsor. Also present was Patss Burkeen from Calloway High.
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Miller, Jim Biffle, Mike Farley,
Jerry Downey, Tom Lyles, Jim
Johnson, Max Dowdy, Dale
Bogard, Robert Trenholm,
Roger Hughes, Carl Hosford,
Marvin Weatherford, Jerry
Edwards, Randy Linn, and
Larry Warren.
The rescue squad also answered a call Friday at one P.
in. at the home of Rex Camp,
1001 Johnny Robertson Road.
Rescue squad officials said the
fire was in a ladies spOrtswear
shop behind the home. Minor
damage was reported, and the
cause of the fire was a short in a
light fixture.
Three units and 12 members
answered the call.

One Section — 12 Pages

Humphrey at,- criticized the
Federal Reserve Board for restricting the growth of the money supply, and he threatened
congressional action to force
the Fed to ease up on the availability of credit.
Ford relaxed over the weekend, playing nine holes of golf
at a country club in suburban
Bethesda, Md., both Saturday
and Sunday afternoon.
Ford's golfing companions included William Whyte, vice
president of U.S. Steel; Rod
Markley, vice president of Ford
Motor Co., and Leon Parma, an
executive of Teledyne Co. from
La Jolla, Calif.
Ford shot his last two holes
Sunday in the rain.
The President and his daughter Susan went to Sunday services at St. John's Episcopal
Church across Lafayette Park
from the White House.
Mrs. Ford stayed at home.
White House physician William
Lukash said she was not ailing.

TODAY'S INDEX
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Local Scene. .. . .2, 3
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11
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The Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs Boarcrof Directors recently approved KFINC's
participation in Kentucky Educational Television's (KIT)"Festival 75," March 7-17. During this
time KIT will be asking all Kentuckians to support pub)klelvdsiocijrt thg.statgjr/ luveriting.ju "IheilErirgwirkrE 1:37rionara Press, execuerve director of KIT, is shown with Women's Club
members (left to right) Mrs. Nola H. Lewis, Murray; MM. A. C laFollette, Murray; Mrs. Bill G.
Peak, Mayfield: Mrs. Malcolm Cross, Gilbertsville; and District Governor Mrs, ReA
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By Abigail Van Buren

"Fur Flowers"

Bury the hatchet on
George's birthday
DEAR ABBY: I am probably only one mother among
many with this problem, but if anyone can help us, Abby, it
just might be you.
I have six grown children who have brought me much
happiness, but here is the problem. The eldest daughter and
youngest son had a falling out with each other four years
ago, and they haven't spoken to each other since.
I can never have a complete family gathering because if
my son and his wife are invited, my daughter and her family
will not come, and vice versa.
I am sure they don't realize what a heartbreak this is to
me. Please print this, Abby, and if it doesn't hit home with
them, maybe it will help some other more fortunate mother.
PENNSYLVANIA MOM
DEAR MOM: I have always felt that forgiveness is one
of man's noblest virtues, and because I feel so strongly
about it, I have only two quotations on my desk —both
dealing with that subject:
'He who cannot forgive, destroys the bridge over which
.
he may one day need to pass."
And, "Forgiveness is the fragrance of the violet on the
heel of the one who crushed it."
I hope your daughter and son start speaking to each
other soon, because without communication, there can be no
truce. It matters not who SHOULD made the first move.
but the one who does will show himself to be the more
mature.
I pray your children see this, for their own sakes as well
as for yours, Mom. Wouldn't it be great if they decided that
February 22nd will be the ideal day to "bury the hatchet?"
DEAR ABBY: Why do-telephone callers always get
; preference over customers who shop in person? It's so
unfair!
I'm sure many of your readers have had that irritating
experience. First they part their cars in a parking lot, or
near a ticking meter. Then they'fightto get waited on. And
when they finally are, the telephone rings and the
and proceeds to
salesperson says, "Excuse me, please -take a 15-minute order from the party on the phone.
Meanwhile you are standing on one foot and then the other,
burning with resentment.
Can't clerks uses little common sense and ask the person
on the phone to kindly wait until she finishes with her
customer?
hope you find room for this in your column, Abby. If it's
happened toyou, you'll know how frustrating it is. Thanks.
STANDIN* AND WAITIN*
DEAR STANDIN': I found room for it, even though I'm
usually the easterner on the phone.

Subject, Lesson

Mrs. Dick Sykes, left, Mrs. Harold Douglas, and Mrs. Clifton
Key make a plant hanger for the decorations of the annual luncheon and card party on March 19 of the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. In the foreground are flower
arrangements made by the members to be given as prizes at the
party,

Carden Deportment Membely esigke
bins For Event Here On March 19
twenty
Approximately
members of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club attended a
workshop on February 6 to
make prizes for the Department's annual luncheon and
card party scheduled for March
19 at 12:30 p. m.
Mrs. Lenvel Yates supervised
tallies,
making
of
the
scorecards, dried
plant
arrangements and
hangers, all of which will be
given to card party guests.
Following a sack lunch,
members assembled for the
business meeting,at which Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn presided.
Mrs. Clifton Key led the
Department in repeating the
Club Collect; Mrs. Donald
Burke announced the Music
Department's Style Show will
be held March 18; and Mrs.

DEAR ABBY: I read your column in the STARS AND
STRIPES, and when I came across the letter from "Upset
Mother- who was ashamed of her son because he refused to
fight. I had to write. This is for her:
years in
Ma'am. I am a career Marine with a total of
the service so far. I spent 2' of those years in Vietnam as a
telephone lineman with the Third Marine Division.
If my America goes to war again. I will be there. I have a
family to support and I don't want to die any more than the
next guy, but I still feel that my country is worth dying for.
Ma'am, I am Still afraid of a fist fight. Unless I have no
other way out, I still run I do not consider myself a coward.
nor does anyone who knows me. Please do not look at yovr
son as one.
There is more to life than a fight. My initials are C.A.J.,
SSGT. U-SMC
but sign me

Harold Douglas reminded
members of the deadlines for
contest entries. The members
voted to accept the recommendations of the General
Board regarding changes in
membership regulations.
Much of the business session
was devoted to discussion of the
luncheon and card party for
which Mrs. Clover C,otham will
serve as general chairman.
Mrs. Walter Sagrera asked
members to bring plant slips to
the March meeting, which her
committee will root and use for
table decorations at the luncheon.
Mrs. Ralph Nelson, assisted
by Miss Maude Nance, and
Mesdames L. W. Paschall,
Dewey Ragsdale, and Jack
Wilcox,
served
dessert
following the business meeting.

Panelists To Present Program
Here At Murray High
PTA Meeting Tonight
The Monday, February 17th
meeting of the Murray High
P.T.A. will feature the subject:
"What Every Parent Wants To
Know But Is Afraid To Ask."
The 7:30 meeting will be held in
the library of the School.
Perie1.
4
.
:
Ford of the MSU Guidance And
Counseling Center, Dr. Hecht
Lackey of the Murray Comprehensive Care Center, and

Everyone has• problem What s yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY Box No 69700. L A., Calif 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teenagers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr ,
Beverly Hills. Calif 90212. Please enclose e long.
self-addresned, stamped 1200 envelope.

Don Brock, Coordinator of Drug
and Alcohol Programs for the
Purchase Area Comprehensive
Care organization.
Each of the panelists is an
experienced counselor with
young people, and will be
epeal..ing to perticule•
issues and problems.
The meeting is open to the
public, as well as to parents of
students in Murray High School.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

We are pleased to announce that Kay Ezell,
bride-elect of Jan
Dalton, has selected her
Pottery, Stainless and
Crystal from our complete Bridal Registry.

Monday,February 17
Murray High School PTA will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Luther Robertson Elementary School PTA will have a
family potluck supper with
teachers as honored guests at
6:30 p. m. at the school. Meat,
drinks, and bread will be
provided.

Kay and Jan are to be
married April 5,1975.

The Shoocase
121 By•Pro
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Murray
Chapter
of
Secretaries will have a dinner
at MSU Student Union Building
at seven p. m.

7634641

Frances Elam of Crafts
Unlimited will teach a lesson on
"fur flowers" for the MurraySenior
Calloway County
Citizens on Tuesday, Feb. is, at
ten a.m, in the St. John Center,
1620 West Main Street.
Supplies will be furnished for
a fee. Each one is to bring an old
hair brush to brush the fur
which will make the flowers,
and your own container.
Persons may call 753-0929 by
9:15 for transportation.
The Ellis center will be open
as usual starting at ten a.m.
with table games at 1:30 p.m.

PCRSONALS
PADUCAH PATIENT
William Adams of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Harold Rich of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Attending the January meeting of the World Friendship Club held at the home of Mrs. Hugh Neffsinger were, left to right, back row, Isabel Lopez, Spain, Nancy Culp, Briensburg, Thelma Warlord
and Billie Ray, Murray, Gulsen Ford, Turkey, Ruth Olvokun, Nigeria, middle row, Ala° Imal,
Japan, Sharon Mathis, Hopkinsville and Murray, Arunee Snitwongse, Thailand, Helen Karvounis.
Greece, Lola Sonaike, Nigeria, Tina Olson, Germany, front row, Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Dina
Georgian,Greece,Sachiko Ferguson, Japan,Sheree Hsu, Taiwan, Linda Fulkerson, Elm Grove. Not
pictured is Gracie Erwin, Kirksey. New officers are Gulsen Ford, president, Judieth Sobowale,
Nigeria, vice-president, Sachiko Ferguson, secretary, Dina Georgian, treasurer, Gracie Erwin,
reporter, Thelma Warlord, hostess chairman, Ola Mae Roberts and Nancy Culp, telephone. Members will meet at the Baptist Student Center at 5:30 p. m. on February 28 to go to the home of Golsen
Ford, Benton, for the meeting
The moreo

Medical Auxiliary- Holds
Meet, Quertermous Home

cg

V

The Calloway County Medical carnillias.
Members present other than
Auxiliary met at the lovely
home of Mrs. John Quer- those named were: Mesdames
termous on Tuesday, Feb. 4, at Sam Bell, Ray Ammons, David
Barrett, Prue Kelly, Richard
eleven a.m.
MCCLURE BOY
Mrs. Gary Marquardt, Stout, H. S. Jackson, Charles r
Jeffrey Don is the name
Richard Cunningham,
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Don president, conducted the Tuttle,
Houston, C. C. Lowry,
McClure of New Concord for business meeting. Mrs. Richard Hal
James Hart and Donald
their baby boy, weighing seven Hutson, secretary-treasurer,
Hughes.
pounds 61
/
2 ounces, born on presented the minutes from the
Saturday, February 8, at 6:59 Last meeting.
Projects discussed for the
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
following year included Bicycle
County Hospital.
Paths
for the city and county
Both the new father and
Feb. 5, 1975
mother are employed with and plans for renovating the
Doctors Lounge at the MurrayHappy Holiday Travel, Inc.
ADULTS 127
Grandparents are Mr. and Calloway County Hospital,
NURSERY 12 -Mrs. Conrad Jones and Mrs.
Mrs. Grayson McClure of
NEWBORN ADIHISSIONS
Panorama Sboies and Mr. and Querterrnous served a delicious
Baby Girl Newcomb( mother
Mrs. Wavel Osloron of New lunch at beautifully appointed
Shelia A.), Rt. 8, Benton
centered
with
Concord. Great grandparents tables
DISMISSALS
are Mr.and Mrs. Dane McClure arrangements of fresh
Pamela J. Todd, Rt. 7,
and Mrs. Uoyd (Reba) Wilson,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie J.
all of Murray. A great great
Schroeder, Rt. 1, Alma, Mary
grandmother is Mrs. Minnie
C. Hornbuckle,'213 Spruce,
lot es Wean nt
Rose of Kirksey.
Murray, Mrs. Katie Jane
Mn. Kathryn Outland
Cooper, Rt. 2, Hazel, Charles W.
Phase 753-307/
Thompson, 1700 Calloway Ave
DUNN GIRL
Murray,
Heather
L.
Hayes,
Rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Reid
3, Hickman, Evelyn J. Dickoff,
Dunn of Hazel Route Two are
Gen Del., Hardin, Theo M.
the parents of a baby girl,
Whites 1608/
1
2Main St., Murray,
Antonia Michelle, weighing ten
Sherry L. Walker, Rt. 8,
pounds and measuring twentyMurray, Mrs. Margaret R.
1111410411, horn on Monday.
Foust, 104 jean, Faris, Tenn.,
February 10, at two p.m. at the
Mrs. Christine W.Rhodes,512 S.
Murray-Calloway County
6th., Murray, Albert Martin,403
Hospital.
N. 1st., Murray.
Tbm Nit lams OEM•as
Grandparentsare Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Dunn of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Osbron of Hazel Route
Two. Great grandparents are
AV.
Flortung Chair Theatre, - 153 3314
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ahart and
Mrs. Fannie Scott of Dexter
"SOMETHING HIT US...
Route One, Mr. and Mrs.
the craw is dead_
help us, piecosio
Guthrie Osbron of Hazel Route
please help usl"
Two, and Roy Hart of Hazel.

Opening Friday Night

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall, North Sixth and Walnut
Streets, at seven p. m.

Central Center

Murray's Newest Rocking Chair Theatre

Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting will
be at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p. m.
with Dr. H. S. Jackson, Jr., as
speaker.

Under Some Management as Capri-Cheri
Featuring
'Luxurious Rocker Lounger Seats
*Gigantic Wall to Wall Screen
'Transistorized High Fidelity Sound
'Beautiful Floor-to Ceiling Drapes
•Large, Paved Parking Area

—Opening Attraction —
FOAM
111111W114A114
WILLIAM
1.01.D104
MT/
13414414Warr

Reserved Performance
Tickets Now On Sale At
Capri-Cheri Box Office for
The 7:00 Features

fr:r:

Monday,February 17
New Providence Riding Club
will have a dinner at Bull
Durham Restaurant at 6:30 p.

°olden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with June Cottrell at seven
p. m.
Tuesday, February 18
Betty Sledd Mission Group of
Memorial
meet with Becky Hampton at
seven p m
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Hospital Report

MIS IS A

him, 4,
TOWN!

wwww

T to Party

Tuesday,February 18
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
I"URNBOW TWINS
Church Women will meet at the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Dale
home of Mrs. Esther Sigrnon at
(Butch) Turnbow of 7540
::iliti7RT ANTWOLD
1:30 p. m.
Yorktown Drive, Norfolk, Va.,
WW,AND
a
boy
are the parents of twins,
TIM DEMI
Sunshine Homemakers Club
a
8
at
and a girl, born February
DANCIIIIKINGS
will meet with Nona Tabers at
hospital there.
9:30 a. m.
with
the
serving
The father is
United States Navy.
Martin's Chapel United
7:25, 9:15
Grandparents are Mr. and
Methodist Church Women will
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Jr., of
meet at seven p. m.
Louisville and Mrs. Marjorie
Starts Fri.
Williams of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Alan James
Murray Assembly No 19 Great grandparents are Mrs.
Arkin • Caan
film...
An aN
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Mary Turnbow of Hazel and Mr.
Freebie and
will meet at seven p. m. at the
of
Parks
Caleb
Mrs.
and
the Bean
Masonic Hall.
Louisville.
IS THERE a new way to
wear the T-shirt? You can
7°
NEALE BOY
Murray TOPS Club will meet
put on an embroidered
trewitsn now ocioaixtrm stsweav-;:;,
Mr. and Mrs. James Neale of black T with a long black
at the Health Center at seven p
7:25,9:20+ 2:30Sat.,Sun.
m.
302 South 15th Street, Murray, crepe skirt, add two bright
announce the arrival of their silk tassel belts and go off
No Passes
adopted son, Christopher to a party. (T-shirt by Ship
Ellis Center will open at ten a
m.for senior citizens with table James, who now weighs eleven 'n' Shore)
pounds. The baby was born
games to start at 1:30 p. In.
January 2 and arrived at the
Music Department of Murray Neale home on February 10.
Woman's Club will have a
The father is employed by the
potluck dinner at 6:30 p. m for Murray Division of the Tappan
Company and the mother is
members and guests.
You don't have to ask that question when you reod the daily Courier-lournol.
employed by the Bank of
Moil this coupon by March 1, 1975 to get The Courier-Journal's big Bargain Offer
Calloway County Retarded Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ruby
Citizens Association will meet
Moil orders cannot be accepted from localities served by carrier delivery. Offer good
at 7:30 p. m.
Neale of Murray and the late
only in Kentucky and Indiana.
Hudie Neale and the late Mr
and Mrs. Basil Hutchens. A
To: BARGAIN OFFER The Courier-Journal, lencisviNe. Ky 40202
Wednesday, February 12
Women of Oaks Country Club great grandmother is Mrs.
Find enclosed 527.30 (Courier-Journal at 526 00 plus 51.30 Ky. soles tax),
Mamie Jones of Murray.
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m
for which please enter my subscription for one full year for
Call Agnes. Fair 436-2326 for
ROWLETT GIRL
reservations by noon Tuesday
THE DAILY
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Rowlett
are the
Ladies day luncheon will be of Buchanan, Tenn.,
girl, Jessica
NAME
.
served at noon at the Murray parents of a baby
IPsIASt PRINTI
pounds
Country Club with Mrs. Donald Tara, weighing five
ROUTE
on ThurKeller as hostess chairman fifteen ounces, born
_EO,SLO.FELCE—.
-Bridge wilite at910 A'. M. With sday, February L at tbt
Mrs. Donald Robinson and Mrs Murray-Calloway County
THIS OFFER POSITIVELY EXPIRES MARCH 1, 1975
Hospital.
John T. Irvan as hostesses

NEW

Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Madrey at 12:30 p. m.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances

Drake

+A5Itti\V

FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 18, 1975
Look in the section in which
Note the fine points in comyour birthday comes and find plicated matters, issues of
what your outlook is, according importance. Make statements,
to the stars.
decisions with pfivlicular .care.
Pasiprocedures may have to be
ARIES
changed.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Opportunities in a new field
will interest you considerably. SCORPIO
Study well — if only to grasp as (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rnee'r'
An active day indicated. Put
an avocation.
all you have into endeavors:
TAURUS
your best thoughts, plans, ef( Apr. 21 to May 21)
forts. Look for the unexpected,
Judgments of the a.m, could and
appreciate all — even the
not only be a bit "cloudy" but, if
challenges.
based upon overoptimism,
could have disappointing SAGITTARIUS
results. Your instincts can be ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A hunch could pay off —
trusted after 3 p.m., however.
especially where career matGEMINI
ters are concerned. But be sure
(May 22 to June 21)
you are seeing persons and
Don't let your sympathies run situations in a realistic light.
away with you. There are those CAPRICORN
who would take advantage of (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) "
ii4
your generosity.
Trend is toward the unusual.
Rightly
handled, this can be
CANCER
profitable, challenging. Don't
(June 22 to July 23)
If a proposed plan or project neglect everyday matters,
is well-advised, accept — even however.
though it is unique. It could just AQUARIUS
prove to be one of your more
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
interesting challenges.
You may run into snags and
obstacles
but you can handle
LEO
eert- 2/.. them well. Pep
up your ideas,
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some restrictions where keep your vision broad.
personal relationships are PISCES
concerned. Don't try to force (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
issues. Associates won't play
Don't be swayed by outside
along.
distractions, the bizarre doings
of others. You could be fooled if
VIRGO
not alert. Mixed influences —
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
some disconcerting.
If you've had difficulty in
launching a cherished project
YOU BORN TODAY are
because of opposition, you'll get
endowed with great versatility
a chance to prove a significant
and a willingness to work hard
point after noon — and barriers
to achieve top goals; have,
will fall.
therefore, fine potential for
success. Always enthusiastic,
LIBRA
you incline to scatter your
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
energies — trying to do too
many things at one time. Try to
curb this tendency — not to put
a damper on your zest, but
rather to so systematize your
activities that you will net
overtax yourself. You could
...prong ik 1.515tet
become
an
outstanding
Irris int! Dial%
musician, writer, diplomat,
scientist_ or educator —
depending on your leanings and
Still in Progress
education, of course. Birthdate
Bel Air Center
of: Andres Segovia, renowned
Spanish guitarist.
753-I 795

Miss Patricia Berschied
And Lawrence Anderson

adiforker

ROSES

Married On Saturday
.......11111111111010rY
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Central Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Daily — 1-6 Sunday

Just Received!!
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)410

Noffirford
[mai,
Dunis.
DIM

e. Not
male,
Irwin,
Memlulsen
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100% Polyester
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4 k

Double Knit
$500
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Mother Goose
Adventures in
Fashion

Sale

1

. FOR THOSE WHO NEED
ONE MORE REASON TO
JOIN WBGHT 1NATCHERS.

I

ONE MORE REASON.
1111111111MMI III
•MINI 811111111111111111
SAVE $3.00

SAVE $8.00

INDIVIDUAL PLAN

FAMILY PLAN

lose WEIGHT WATCHERS and oye
I $3 HO Resente
th coupon et any
WEIGHT WATCHERS meeting in Kenclarity ..4Soothe. Indus.(Franchise
No. 591 and pay. cornbenerJ registratun
fee and roembetship fee for the fest
meeting
.
of:5.00.Weeth fee thereafter
,,.,, et good during I etyma,:
1,5,0tns.0a

I

I

loin WEIGHT WATCHERS wrath • rnern
bet of your menterehete Wady and save
total of 10.00. Raul this coque at
any WEIGHT WATCHERS onertseg
Keetucky and Southern Indiana (Fran
Lhme NO. 39)sad pay & combated registration fee and numbendup fee fop
the Farm mune of $4.00 tech. Weekly
So, thereafter ts 53.00
h. offer good
chime Febreary. 1975 only.

•
•
•
EN
II. III WEIGHT WATCHERS
Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Methodist Church, Murray,Kentucky

The marriage of Miss gathered skirt fell gracefully to
Patricia Marie Berschied, the hem. She also carried a
daughter of Mrs. Ernest W. colonial bouquet of tropicana
Rivers and the late John R. roses, cream carnations and
Berschied, to Lawrence L. blue baby's breath.
Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Artie D'Elia served as best
Vernon Anderson of Murray,
was celebrated at the home of
The mother of the bride wore
the bride's parents on a formal gown of blue chiffon
Marlborough Way in Paducah
with matching accessories. The
on Saturday, February 15, at mother of the groom wore a
five p. m.
formal gown of mint green knit,
The candlelight ceremony also with matching accessories.
was performed by Rev. Paul They each wore a white orchid
Donner before relatives and
corsage.
close friends of the bride and
Reception
groom. A program of nuptial
Immediately following the
music was presented by Mrs. ceremony,a reception was held
Ernest Evans before the in the home which was
ceremony.
decorated throughout with
The wedding party assembled flowers matching the fireplace
in front of the fireplace which._ arrangements.
was decorated with an-Assisting were Mesdames
arrangement of carnations, Elmer Breidert, John Corey,
tropicana roses and blue baby's Ernest Evans, David Gold,
breath on the mantel and Harold McAlister, H. S. Melton,
flanked by tree candlelabra Jr., Jerome Vandeven and Ted
entwined
with
matching Wiercioch.
flowers.
Mrs. Ralph Vaughn entertained the guests with music
Bride's Dress
The bride given in marriage during the evening.
by her stepfather wore a formal
After a honeymoon trip to
gown of candleglow organza New Orleans, Mr. and Mrs.
over English netting. The Anderson will be at home in
molded bodice was designed Murray where Mr Anderson is
with a sheer, lace covered yoke working on his Master•q
defined with ruching. Long Degree.
tapered sleeves to the wrist
were finished with lace and
the Hurl,'
Ledger
Time.
ruching. Re-embroidered
Alencon lace circled the empire
waist, topping a full Asilhouette skirt enhanced with
twin panels of lace falling to the
lace etched hem. A full chapel
g•
train gave added beauty to the
back of the gown.
She wore a lace-edged demi
mantilla attached to a camelot
cap delicately sprinkled with
clusters of seed pearls. Her
flowers were a colonial bouquet
of cream roses, stephanotis and
blue baby's breath with blue
The women of the Oaks
ribbons tied in love knots.
Country Club will play bridge at
Mrs. James Rafferty, the
9:30 a. m. on Wednesday,
matron of honor, wore a formal
February 19. Reservations
gown of robin blue print
should be made by noon
polysheen designed with fitted
Tuesday by calling the hostess,
bodice, long tapered sleeves
Agnes Fair, 436-2326.
and natural waistline. A slightly
Winners from last week were

Winter Special
Through the month of February
brighten up your home while our

Professional

CARPET &
DRAPERY
CLEANING

(Cr

is

Compare Anywhere at'288
Limit 4 Yds.
(Never Before Has Quality Double Knit Been Sold
At This Low Price)

501
)
O
Re
FgF.

Free Estimates *

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Pnints

JOHNSON'S BABY SHAMPOO

With Stained Wooden Wedge IP Crepe Sole...

Safe For Bleached Or Tinted Hair ...

Johnson's No More Tears formula won't
irritate your eyes or scalp. Designed to
let you pamper your baby then pamper
RFA;. yourself. Safe lot bleached or tinted
5-99' hair. Large 1641, oz. size

94

Price

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, February 18, at
6:30 p m. for a potluck dinner
for members and guests.
Leo Blair, Charles Smith, and
Peter Lund will provide entertainment. Each one is asked to come dressed for "the old
fashioned country fair."
Members may pick up their
style show tickets at the
meeting.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Donald L. Story, Donald Burchfield, Charles Hoke, Howard
Keller, Glenn Wilcox, Charles
Simons, Dan Miller, Robert E.
Jones, and John A. Thompson.

OONF'
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

. North 12th

PADUCAH PATIENT
William Price of _Murry has
been a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah

Ave.
In YOUn -sk"
N3 litola

57
KEG.

What's Your Favorite Fruit?
FIGS? APPLES? DATES?
Imagine Fruit Combined In
A Delicious COOKIE BAR!

Pa°

REG.
67'
' BOX

288c
S

Your choice of three delicious fruit flavored cookie bars. Select
from fig, dutch apple, or date flavors. All 14-oz net at. boxes.

s's

10
i\
iii
W
12-HOUR
REUEF

1

Music Members
Plan Dinner

PERSONALS

Cleaners Interested

FADED BLUE DENIM THONGS

Geneva Giles and Hazel Beale,
tied for high with Mrs. Giles
winning the draw, and Joyce
Thomas, low, according to the
bridge hostess, Brenda Estes.

753-2552

The

Pamper Your Baby. Then Pamper
Yourself With Johnsoa's Gentle Lather .

Women's casuals with long lasting
crepe soles styled with beautiful
embroidery accents. Designed
lightweight tor your comfort and
walking ease. Faded blue denim color
in sizes 5 10.

ONakr•

w.,..... tow mom

...man

Prorides fontinio 15.5 relieffrom nasal cionjestion
dile to the common cold 5k- has fever .

Proper Brushing Ileatis Vetter Carities.
For Proper Oral 115giene. lop...

ContaeCapsules

Tek®Toothbrushes

Owrrr 600 Tiro, Time Pills lei Earl'

...

00

Each Contatecapsule has over 600
tiny time pills that provide
continuous relief from nasal
conmstion due to the common cold
& hay fever Box of 10 capsules.

1.21

Soft. Medium Or Ila rl NO11,11
For proper oral hygiene use Tea®
Toothbrushes Choose from soft,
medium or hard nylon bristles in a
large range of different colors.

SAVE
14

111.5.1
.S3'

e•50.4. %
..-,'
t

753-2552

Crepe Sale Casuals f ith Embroidery Accents,
Designed Lightweight Ti, Wake Walking Happy.
...

Oaks Women To
Play Bridge

BOONE'S

(J

Yds.

Mrs. Lawrence L. Anderson

Cf

-

•

4

'AA.

55
'
ifir:v.
..irifr- 4111W"
4,
c77'‘.:,W
• AL.Siiii
.
. 41117;916311Nsim......a. ,,11.4.4=r,..'h
r----4

..r.A..
vle"

zillte,'
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Tissues need never be dull again! Combine
soft pastels & chic studio prints.

Coronet Facial Tissues
Derr orative.

1,14E. of 200

Decorative boo of 200 Coronet
facial Tissues Attractive soft pastel IS11•1 •
colon and chic studio prints keep I I IN
these tissues from ever beg% dial 11(14 S..
again

.
0
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„Editorial

The Murray Ledger & Times

Boy Scouts:
Now More Than Ever
The Boy Scouts of America are
observing the 6th anniversary of
the founding of the organization
during the month of February. With
some 6.5 million members, it is now
the largest youth_organization in the
free world.
The purpose of scouting is unchanged—to build character, create
awareness of citizenship responsibilities and promote mental and
physical fitness. But under a new
improved Scouting Program.
adopted after three years of study;
the approach to reaching these goals
has been changed to meet the
conditions of today.
There is no finer program for boys
and we salute the adults who make
the Boy Scout program possible.
Without the voluntary assistance of
men who guide the boys in the Scout
program, there would be no Scout
program. We, as well as many,
many others, are called on for
donations to keep the program
going, but the greatest contribution
is made by those who give
something much more valuable than
money—their time.
Thus, when the volunteer Scout
drive workers come to see you,
remember they are just asking you
for a check or a donation. That is
little to ask of us who do not give our
time.
The Scouts themselves now, more
than ever, have more responsibility
for guiding troop programs.
Recognition for progress comes
more rapidly and more often. There
is more flexibility in choosing
scouting programs to fit the areas
where Scouts actually live rather
than the wilderness conditions of
some distant forest they may never
see.
The purpose of Boy Scouts of
America is briefly and well stated in
a recent issue of Scouting magazine

which says: "II is the purpose of the
BSA to provide for boys an effective
program designed to build desirable
qualities of character, to train in the
responsibilities of participating
citizenship, and to develop in them
personal fitness, thus to help in the
development of American citizens
who.
—Are physically, mentally and
emotionally fit.
—Have a high degree of selfreliance as evidenced in such
qualities as initiative, courage and
resourcefulness.
—Have personal and stable values
firmly based on religious concepts.
—Have the desire and the skills to
help others.
—Understand the principles of the
American social, economic and
governmental system.
—Are knowledgeable about and
American
take pride in their
heritage and understand America's
role in the world.
—Have a keen respect for the basic
rights for all people.
—Are prepared to fulfill the varied
responsibilities of participating in
and giving leadership to American
society and in the forums of the
world."
Young people of today must
become men and women and faity
and integrity, able to live successfully and take part in today's
complex world.
We also salute the adult leaders in
the scout program and honor 0. B.
Boone, Jr., of Murray, who was
recently awarded the coveted Silver
Beaver, Scouting's highest award
for leadership.
The Boy Scouts of America, with
its improved scouting program,
gives a helping hand. The Scouts
deserve our thanks, our good wishes
and our support.

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

Editorials and articles conta,ned on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchange of differ rig opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
editorials and opinionated arrIcies are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or pubic voice items

OPINION
PAGE

which, in our opinion, are not in the best in
lerest of our readers.
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten ancj double spaced All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer

Letters To The Editor

Governor Opposes Gill Nets
Dear Editor:
The controversy relating to the use of gill
nets in the lakes of Western Kentucky has
generated much interest on the part of
sportsmen who,like myself,enjoy fishing as a
form of recreation.
The licensing of gill nets is the sole
responsibility of the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. The Commissioner of that
Department is appointed by the State Fish
and Wildlife Commission, not by the
Governor. The controversy, therefore, must
be resolved by the Department and Commission; it cannot be resolved by the
Governor.
While I cannot personally resolve the
matter, I can express my personal concern.
My concern is essentially the same as that of
other sportsmen who perceive gill nets to be a
present or potential threat to sport fishing.
I am aware of the arguments that gill nets
Pose no threat to game fish, but like many

other fishermen I am not yet convinced. I am
aware that gill nets are licensed only for
limited use, but like other fishermen I sense
this limited use may be an open door to
unrestricted use due to the difficulty of enforcement.
I am advised that the gill net issue will be
placed on the agenda and discussed at the
March meeting of the Fish and Wildlife
Commission. I sincerely trust that, at that
meeting, the Commission members will give
the issue a high priority and will fully consider all points of view. With this type of
consideration, the Commission hopefully can
stake out a position which, while respecting
the importance of commercial fishing,
properly reassures those of us who feel a
genuine concern for the future of sport fishing
in our western lakes.
Sincerely,
Julian M. Carroll
Governor of Kentucky

Thanks For Publicity
Dear Editor:
lk
I would like to thank you on behalf of East
Arkansas Community College for the wonderful publicity given our team this year. We
were very pleased with the turn out for our
ball game with Murray State University and
most of the credit has to go to you for the
wonderful coverage you had given us prior to
the game. All of our students were very impressed with the city of Murray and the

wonderful people in the town.
Again thanks very much for the wonderful
coverage you have given us and we will be
looking forward to seeing you the next time
we are in Murray.
Sincerely,
Walter G. Bumphus
Dean of Students
E. Arkansas Corn. College

Let's Stay Well

Correcting Nursing
Home Deficiencies
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Through its chairman, Set
Charles Percy of Illinois, the
Senate Special Committee on
Aging asserted in a recent report that half of the nation's
nursing homes are substandard.
The deficiencies are not minor
but allegedly are "life-threatening violations- and "are
widespread"
The committee's list of complaints against nursing hornes
includes the following:
-Abuse and poor treatment of
patients.
-Unsanitary conditions,
especially in regard to toilet
practices
-Poor food.
-Inadequate control of drugs.
In some instances, inadequately
trained persons handle medications without proper supervision,
some homes supposedly claiming to give drugs which are
never received.
-Misappropriation and theft
of patients' property by nursing
home staff.
-Use of unauthorized and improper restraints
-Reprisals againt those patients who complain to the front
office about service.
The responsibility to to,
such practices resLs with the
owners and managers of particular nursing homes, their state
and national nursing home
organizations the families and
physicians and nurses of the patients, and all levels of government responsible for overseeing
nursing homes.
Wider acceptance of the national accreditation programs
now under way to raise standards will be helpful.
The committee alleged that

certain states, notably Csliforrua, New York and Illinois, have
been dumping elderly patients
into nursing homes from mental
hospitals, causing 'acute problems- This practice should he
re-examined
Families of patients the health
professionals involved in administering care, and local community leaders and organizations, working with the operators
of nursing homes, need to demonstrate an interest in the
welfare of confined persons.
Such concern can help to correct these undesirable, intolerable deficiencies wherever they'
exist. Adequate funding for
needed nursing home care is essential.
Q. Mrs G.Y. wants an explanation of a so-called spontaneous
fracture.
A. Spontaneous fracture refers
to a break in a bone as a result of
aging or other disease. The
bones [we their density and
become demineralized
(osteoporosis) in some old persons. This procesa can become so
advanced that the bone fractures readily with ordinary activity or with a minor injury. A
bone cyst or a cancerous growth
in the bone may cause a spontaneous break. Such fractures
are serious, depending on the
cause.
Q. Mr. G.R. who is 74 years
old,asks whether he is too old for
contact lenses.
A. No. It may take some time
to adapt to them, but they should
be both comfortable and safe if
worn as directed.
United Feature Syndicate

•

Bible Thought

More On Commissaries
Dear Editor:
The military commissary system is hardly
the self-supporting proposition that Major
Parks and Captain Settimol instructors at
Murray State, would like as to believe. It
costs the taxpayers plenty!
Buildings, land, warehouses, and other
facilities are provided free of charge to the
system by the U. S. Government-at a cost of
many millions to the taxpayers-a benefit
civilian concerns do not share. Moreover,
thousands of military personnel are usedagain at taxpayers' expense-to provide
labor and services behind the scenes in stock
rooms and in warehouses for the commissary
system. Commanders wink at regulations
which prohibit this.

Although commissaries do not sell beer,
smaller facilities called "shoppettes" do.
Again, buildings and other facilities are
provided by the taxpayer.
Although commissary customers are
charged a small surtax, it is only fair to point
out that they do not pay any sales taxes.
Perhaps Major Parks and Captain Settimo
should do a bit of the homework on the
military commissary system themselves that
they assign to Anthony Harrigan. By the way,
as -instructors" at MSU,perhaps they would
wish to be paid at the same rate other "instructors" at MSU are paid;
Sincerely,
Bart Kane
I Veteran of ten years of service )

And my spirit bath rejoiced in God my Saviour.
Luke 1:47.
A happy and prosperous man is one who has found
his peace and joy in the union of his Spirit with the
Divine Spirit.

Isn't It The Truth
By Carl Riblet Jr.
If man and woman were not tempted, if they did
not have to push away from the table, avoid wicked
people and wicked ways, hold their tempers and kick
themselves in the pants instead of kicking the object
of their anger, why, a human being could be a god in
the next life and enjoy the fruits of what must be
foresworn here and now.

YOUR BASAL METABOLIC REQUIREMENT
How man) of us know what our
basal metabolic requirement Is"
How many of us. in fact, know
what the phrase means'
Your basal metabolic
requirement is simply the number of calories you need to handle

those body functions which are involuntary (which you cannot control by inactivity I and to maintain your normal body temperature
Beyond that you need calories
for the things you do in your life

Today In
History
Today is Monday, Feb. 17, the 4dill
day of 1975. There are 317 days left in the
year. George Washington's birthday is observed today.
Today's highlight in history :
In 1801, the U.S. House of Representatives
broke an electoral tie between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr and elected Jefferson
President.
On this date In 1621, Miles Standish was made military
captain of the Pilgrim colony at Plymouth,
Mass.
In 1871, Baltimore became the first
American city to be illuminated by gas lights.
In 1876, sardines are believed to have been
canned for the first time - at Eastport,
Maine.
In 1934, King Albert of Belgium was killed
in an accident while mountain climbing.
In 1944, in the Pacific war, American forces
made an amphibious landing on the Japanese
-held island of Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands.
In 1964, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
congressional districts in each state must be
roughly equal in population.
Ten years ago: the U.S. spacecraft, Ranger
Eight, was launched from Cape Kennedy. It
crash-landed on the moon on Feb. 20 after
sending back more than 7,000 pictures.
Five years ago: Israeli jets bombed two
Egyptian missile bases 19 miles from Cairo.
The raids rattled windows in the Egyptian
capital.
One year ago: a stolen military helicopter
made a night landing on the White House lawn
in Washington, and the pilot, an army private,
was captured and held
Today's birthdays: Mrs. Clifton Daniels,
the former Margaret l'ruman, is 51. Singer
Marian Anderson is 73.
Thought for totter Prom the-stiblirnetothe
ridiculous there is only one step - Napoleon
Bonaparte, 1769-1821
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that take actual body effort
I AM INDEBTED today to an
excellent new book on nutrition
that expresses such requirements
in the context of your "caloric
checking account." The book,
"Let's Talk About Food." was
recently published in a third, expanded edition
Listen to what the author says
about basal metabolic
requirement, citing a reference
woman as a case in point'
"A woman 25 years old. 5 feet 6
inches tall, weighing al pounds,
has a basal metabolic
requirement of about 1.460
calories
Her recommended
(total I caloric allowance for
moderate activity, however, is
2,320 calories per day
THE DIFFERENCE-860
calories - between her basal
metabolic requirement and
recommended caloric allowance
represents the number of calories
she must expend for voluntary
activities
It is her caloric
'checking account."'
"If all 860 calories are not used
during the day's activity, those
remaining are transferred from
the 'checking account' to a
'savings account' and thus accumulate in the form of fat
ON THE OTHER HAND, if she
overdraws her checking account.
the savings are called on and
weight loss results A relatively
small savings account in the form
of body fat is usually desirable"
It seems to me that the
foregoing is an excellent expression of what calories and
weight control are all about You
simply must understand it if you
are to avoid being fooled by so
many of the "trick" diets that are
promoted
IN TERMS OF WEIGHT, a
calorie is a calorie and the only
things that will control whether
you store them or not are
physical effort and/or eating less
Incidentally. "Let's Talk About
Food" is worth buying It
presents its facts in question-and
answer form', easy to read Philip
L. White, Set), Director. and
Nancy Selvey, R.D. Nutritionist,
of the American Medical
Association's Department of
Foods and Nutrition edited the
lirruTifiShing-Seitnce
-rGrotip,
Inc 411 Massachusetts Avenue.
Acton, Mass 01720 $695i

Dear Consumer

10 Years Ago Today

Vinyl Chloride Is Now Banned
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
During 1974, three Federal agencies took action
against vinyl chloride.
This chemical had been used as a propellant in
some aerosol products. But when research showed
that vinyl chloride might be a cause of liver cancer,
the government moved to protect consumers.
• Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) banned pesticide sprays containing vinyl
chloride as a propellant.
• Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned the
use of vinyl chloride in drugs
and cosmetic products.

• Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC( banned the use of vinyl chloride
in household aerosol products-such as spray paints,
solvents and adhesives-under its jurisdiction.
All banned products in

THE BUREAUCRATS

--.Aod44f. r trp-Itrer pollution
the previous one makes, and that muffler

stores were recalled; and no
new products are being manufactured with vinyl chloride. But some consumers
may still have old cans in
their homes. You can protect
yourself by writing for the
agencies' lists of banned aerosol products containing vinyl
chloride. Compare products'
names and lot numbers with
the aerosol cans on your
shelves.
• Write to Office of Public
Affairs, A-107, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC 20460; ask for
press releases on banned
aerosol products.
• Write or call your regional FDA office requesting
complete list of drugs and
cosmetics containing vinyl
chloride. (Check phone directory for FDA, in L'. S.
Government listings, under
"Health, Education and Welfare liepartment.")
• Write to Consumer
Product Safety Commission,
Washington, DC 20207. (Or
call toll-free hot- line: 61506313-2666 [in naryland: 800'492-29371.1 Ask for fact sheet
on vinyl chloride. (Since
CPSC does not yet have a
complete list of consumer
household products containing vinyl chloride, you may
want to write directly to
manufacturers of items you
have. State each product's
name and lot number, and
ask whether the propellant
contains vinyl chloride.)
When you write to CPSC,
also ask for information on
their repurchasing regulation. CPSC has the authority
to make manufacturers 'repurchase banned products
from consumers. (FDA and
EPA thr not have this authority.) -This means that
you should be able to get
refunds if you have aerosols,
--elstiTITfitfig • vinyl
which come ander CPSC's
jurisdiction.

Miss Margaret Ruth Crider, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Crider, has been selected as a Baptist
Student Union summer missionary from Kentucky.
She will serve in Hawaii.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Harry Conner and Bruce
Morgan. Another death was that of the 11
/
2 year old
son of Rev. and Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas of Malaysia.
Winners of the Four-H Club speech contests include Nancy Ross, Mary Alice Crawford, Jimmy
Smith, and Donald Scott of Faxon School; and Terry
Obert, Glenda White, and Rob Washer of Murray
College High School.
Murrelle Walker, Judy Parker, Betty Riley, Betty
Purcell, and Nettie Ernstberger had high averages
in bowling in the Dillar or Dollar League this week.

20 Years Ago Today
The by-laws of the Murray 'Country Club have
been completed and will be presented to the Board of
Directors for their approval prior to submission to
the entire membership of the club.
James S. Klapp, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, is expected to arrive home soon after serving
for four years in the Air Force. He is being accompanied home on the same ship with his wife, the
former Jean Margaret Atkins of Leicester, England.
The marriage of Miss Katie I. Martin of Murray
and Quitman Overcast of Hazel was solemnized
February 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Keith Eaker are the parents
of a baby boy, Donnie Keith, born February 9.
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University School Wins
Top Physical Ed Honor
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ONE OF THE MOST popular pieces of equipment used in the physical
education program at the
University School is this large nylon parachute
. The students perform all kinds of improvised and billowing
routines with it, often to the strains of recorded
music.

e IS es-

For the second year in a row, the physical education
program at the Murray State University School has
been
recognized as one of the finest in the state.
Last week, Dr. Janice Hooks, director of the school,
and
Mrs. lo Lovett, the guidance counselor, went to Frankfort
to accept the award, the designation of the school
as a
Physical Fitness Demonstration Center gchool under
provisions of the President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports.
Ten schools across the state were so honored, but
the
Murray school was one of only two to receive the honor
for two years in a row. Mrs. Shirley WiRerd is the director.
Students at University School participate in physical
education activities every day with those from the
second grade through the -sixth dressing out daily. Those
in the pnmary grades are taught rhythms, free movemen
t
relays and other similar activities. Students in grades three
through six are taught specialized skills leading to team
sports as well as individual and dual sports, including
bowling tennis, badminton, volleyball and basketball
.
Pictured here are some of the activities in which the
University School students engage regularly.

cplanaaneotei
GEORGE MOORE, son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Moore, is
instructed in the basics of working on the parallel bars by
another of the student teachers, Don Derrington. Anyone
wishing to observe the program may do so.
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—7— MICHAEL ABBOTT, son otDr_andMrs-Doug Abbott iSiee-theparallei
bars under the watchful eye of the student teacher, Mike Sims. Bill
Chaney,son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Chaney, awaits his turn.
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Perkins Pancake & Steak House will celebrate its 2nd Anniversary in Murray on Wednesday. February 19th.
--In-appreciation for your worm-reeeption. meners-4
301-artd-Jat-Le DauS
- /ger t in-rite you to
celebrate with them and enjoy some of Murray's favorite Perkin's selections at special
anniversary prices. Also registerfor special prizes to be given away.
Specials Good Wed., Feb. 191
'
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Specials Good Wed., Feb. 19
6 a. m. to 10 p. m.

FREE COFFEE ALL DAY

6a.m.to 10p.m.

(with or without a meal)

Buttermilk Pancakes...

Perkin's Own Golden Waffle...

Finest Anywhere. A full stack of five, light, golden
cakes w/whipped butter and hot maple syrup (Reg.
$1.10) 494

'- 16 oz. T-Bone Steak Dinner ...
Charbroiled w/crisp salad, homemade dressing,
baked potato and French bread (Reg. $5.95)

Buy One-Get One FREE!

b have
,oard of
ision to

ANDY SOBS, son of Mr. and ?WC Siffrybs,
—TE;&
-es a diving flip from a
springboard over the "horse" while Mrs. Shirley Wilferd,
director of the
program, stands by to see that he tucks his head properly
when he hits
the mat.

RIME TAYLOR. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Taylor,
gets the feel of the balancing beam with the help of one
of the several
student teachers who work with the youngsters, Janet Hammill.

Unbeatable! w/whipped butter and hot maple syrup
(Reg. 95')

29'

Perkins Super Supreme...
Murray's most unique sandwhich. . . quarter pound
all beef pattie, melted cheese... topped with crisp
bacon and barbeque sauce, then served on a
sesame seed bun with French fries.(Reg. $1.45) 694

Register Now Thru Wednesday For
$100.00 Cash
To Be Given
Away... Plus

Two Ky. Country Hams from Gibson's Locker Plant
(Register as often as you like — you don't have
to be present to win)

"World's Largest and Finest Chain of Pancake Houses."

Perkin's Pancake &
Steak House

Y. Mile North of Murray
on U.S. 647

6 a m. to 10 p. m Daily

753-0910
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Wildcats' Title Hopes
Are Severely Damaged
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Tennessee Volunteers
went from one bad week to one
great weekend. And as a result,
the Kentucky Wildcats went
from first to second in the
Southeastern Conference
standings.
The Volunteers, crippled by
injuries, lost three straight
games but rebounded with a
notable 103-98 victory over
fourth-ranked
Kentucky
Saturday night.
The triumph, coupled with
seventh-ranked Alabama's 8879 decision over Mis,eis.iippi,
dropped Kentucky one game
behind the Crimson Tide in the
SEC race.
"We've had a lot of big victories but this has to be one of
the great ones," said Tennessee
Coach Ray Mears. "We had to
play a nearly perfect game to
beat Kentucky. Bernard King
played real well for a buy who
hadn't run all week."
King, one of those nursing an
injury last week, didn't seem to
let his knee problems bother
him. He scored 24 points.
There were few other stir-

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
... on car
insurance.
Ramis Ross
75

11111tlisia
Moor 79344.1

prises in the Top Twenty over
the weekend.
top-ranked
Indiana's
Hoosiers won as easily as expected, blasting Northwestern
82-58 for their 27th straight
victory.
UCLA
Second -ranked
defeated No. 17 Oregon State 7462; No. 3 Maryland beat No. 11
North Carolina 96-74; No. 5
North Carolina State trimmed
Wake Forest 89-87; No, 6
Louisville beat St. Louis 75-68 in
a Sunday game; eighth-ranked
Arizona State rolled past
Brigham Young 99-79; No. 9
Marquette crushed Detroit 81-62
and No. 10 Southern Cal beat
,
No. 13 Oregon 92-90.
Among the Second Ten, No. 14
Harvard
103Penn hammered
81; No. 16 Notre Dame walloped
No. 12 La Salle 91-75; 15thranked Pan American ripped
Denver 73-66; 18th-ranked
Clemson defeated Duke 10046;
No, 19 Arizona turned back
Utah 9349; and No. 20
Creighton outscored Oklahoma
City 68-56.
Ernie Grunfeld scored 29
points and Tennessee led from
the opening minutes in upsetting Kentucky. The loss
halted a nine-game Kentucky
winning streak and left the
Wildcats at 11-2 in the SECcompared to 'Barna's 12-1
league showing.
T'ennessee's five starters all
were in double figures. Along
with Brunfeld and King, Mike
Jackson added to the Vols' highpowered attack with 24 points.
Kevin Grevey, Kentucky's
leading scorer with a 24.5
average,connected for 24 points
to pace the Wildcats.
Alabama shook off some
early lethargy and charged by
Mississippi behind the play of
Leon Douglas. The Alabama
star scored 27 points, helping
the Crimson Tide to their 19th
victory in 21 starts this year.
Indiana had no problems at
all with Northwestern, running
up a 32-point lead behind the

Hoosier starters at the half and
then letting the subs take care
of the rest. Kent Benson
finished with 14 points to lead
the nation's No. 1 team while
Quinn Buckner and Bobby
Wilkerson scored 12 apiece.
Andre McCarter's 18 points
and all-around floor play led
UCLA to its Pac-8 victory over
Oregon State. UCLA, which
converted 28 of 38 free throws as
opposed to only 8 of 14 for the
Beavers, jumped to a 49-38 lead
after six minutes of the second
half. But Oregon State came
back to within two points at 5755 with 7:50 remaining.
The Bruins' Dave Meyers hit
an 18-foot jumper and two free
throws and Rich Washington
added a 12-foot jumper and two
free throws to give the Bruins a
65-55 lead.
UCLA won its 79th straight
game at Pauley Pavilion and
widened its Pac4 lead to two
games with an 8-1 record,
followed by the Beavers with a
6-3 mark. McCarter and Jim
Spillane led the Bruins as they
forced the Beavers to commit
numerous turnovers with
Spillane making seven steals.

Medicare does have deductibles and
co-payment provisions which you mutt pay

t't

This Blue Cross and Blue Shield Program
is designed to Supplement but not duplicate Medicare.
It you're 65, or soon will be, get the
details on Blue cross and Blue Shield
medicare Supplement by sending.in the
coupon below
Our only business is helping you get
good health care you can afford

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
et Kentucky
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A playoff to decide who
makes the playoffs?
It could be that way if the
Ohio Valley Conference follows
course with another crazy
weekend of play.
Here's what the situation is
now in the league:
Middle Tennessee, who lost
its first league game by falling
89-85 Saturday at Morehead,
has just about wrapped up the
conference crown. And it appears safe to say Austin Peay
and Tennessee Tech will both be
in the post-season tourney,
which will decide the OVC's
representative to the NCAA
Mideast Regional.
And since Western Kentucky,
which is in second place in the
league standings, is ineligible
for the tourney, then the fourth
playoff spot is still up for grabs.
Going into Saturday's games,
Eastern and Murray were tied
for the final playoff spot.
But the Racers dropped an 8875 contest to East Tennessee
while Eastern lost at home to
Western.
That leaves Murray,Eastern,
Morehead and East Tennessee
all tied for the last playoff spot
with records of 3-7.
On the schedule for tonight
are the following games:
Murray at Tennessee Tech,
Austin Peay at East Tennessee,
Western at Morehead and
Middle at Eastern Kentucky.

If the Racers would have
defeated the Rues Saturday,
Murray would have had sole
possession of the last playoff
berth. But a pair of hot-shooting
Boos took care of that.

matchup in the Sports Arena
back on January 20, the Hues
slugged the Racers 89-85 behind
the 32-point output by Reynolds.
The contest was close for the
first half with neither team able
to break the game open.
At intermission, the Bucs,
who never trailed in the game,
led 37-32.

Guard Bruce Curtis fired in 12
of 25 field goal attempts and
finished with a game-high 27
points while 6-5 swingman
Kenny Reynolds, the thirdTrailing
55-50 midway
leading scorer in the league,
through the final half, the
added 20 on his nine of 16
Racers got buckets from junior
shooting.
forward Jesse Williams and
It marked the second time
sophomore guard Grover
this season the Racers have lost Woolard to pull within a point at
to the Bucs. In their first 5544.

That was as close as Murray
The Bucs hit on an even 50 per
got the rest of the contest.
cent, hitting 38 of 76 floor shots
The Bucs then ran for 11 while Murray hit 46 per cent on
consecutive points and from 31 of 68.
that point on, blew the Racers
Murray falls to a dismal 10-11
off the floor. Three other Bucs for the season.
hit in double digits with Elmo
It would also seem the Racers
Seay landing 14 points, Morris are out of the playoff picture as
Tampa 11 and Charlie Stuart 10. they have the toughest schedule
Woolard paced the Racers of any of the teams vying for the
with 22 while Williams added 19, final berth. The Racers, after
Zach Blasingame 16 and Jeff the game with Tech tonight,
Hughes 12.
must play Western and Austin
The Racers were badly Peay at home and then play at
beaten on the boards, getting Middle Tennessee.
just 36 rebounds while East
Here are the remaining
Tennessee walked over Murray schedules for the four schools,
by getting 50.
all of which are currently tied
for last place in the eight-team
league.
East Tennessee-Austin
Peay, at Morehead, Eastern
Kentucky and Tech.
Merehead-Western, East
Tennessee, at Tech, Eastern.
Eastern Kentucky-Middle,
Spirits 101,Spurs 99
Tech, at East Tennessee, at
Rookie Gus Gerard sank a 20Morehead.
foot jump shot with four seconds
Murray-At Tech, Western,
remaining to give the Spirits the
at Middle, and Austin Peay.
victory. Marvin Barnes scored
The schedule advantage
26 points, Maurice Lucas added
would seem to favor Morehead
23 and grabbed 19 rebounds and
and East Tennessee, all of
Gerard finished with 18 points
whom have three games
for St. Louis. All three are
remaining at home.
rookies.
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Nets And Q's Both Play In
Overtime Games Once Again

Recession or not, the New good thing and used one extra
York Nets can do without any period Sunday night in beating
more overtime, thank you.
the Kentucky Colonels 133-128.
After losing at San Diego 176Friday night between the
166 in a four-overtime marathon
Nets and Q's was the longest in
Friday night, the weary Nets the history of the ABA and set a
flew on to Denver and dropped a host of records, including most
177-115 decision to the Nuggets points by both teams,342. There
Sunday afternoon, this time in was no rest for the weary,
one overtime.
however, as the Nets had to go
San Diego, meanwhile, up against Denver, whose 47-14 Rich Jones led the Spurs with
East Tennessee
37 51-141
M Arai Mate
32 42--25
needed four extra sessions record is the best in basketball. 28 points and Gervin Gervin had
RealTeariewa
against New York to get the
New York blew an eight-point 27
Mayer
few* tint rt ts
hang of overtime play. But the lead in the final 2/
re
1
2 minutes of
1-16 54
RAW 1111901111
OVC Standings
54 14 1
Ii
Mardi Tampa
Q's, having found something regulation time when Claude
1
14
Elmo
Seay
5-10
4-6
Won Lost
they like, decided to stick with a
nharlie Stuart .
10
241 60
Terry came off the bench to sink
BroroCurka
r
1245 3-4
9 1
a pair of three-pointers, Bobby Middle Tennessee
4
Ran Rscilardace
14 2-2
2
Darkyallelin
8 2
14 04
Jones and Mike Green added Western Kertrucky*
5
tamorabwoods
baskets and the Nuggets out- Austin Peay
7 3
IPS 12-16 S• It
TOTALS
Peenefleate
scored the Nets 10-2 to tie the
4 6
Tennessee Tech
Player ,
fria• fui-a r It,
score at 104-104.
Grover Woolard
14 '
4,2
22
3 7
JenoWilltarns
6-15 30
19
The Nets built leads of three East Tennessee
Larry Matfett.
4
34 04
but
3
7
points
in
overtime,
Eastern
Kentucky
and
four
Jeff flakes
t• 24
12
Georgetown defeated CumZach
Blasingsun•
644
1-6
16
back
to
Denver
came
each
time
3 7
Morehead
berland 99-84 at Williamsburg,
Lbyd William
' 14 II-4
2
Derrick Melvin
114 0-0
o
visiting draw even. New York at- Murray State
Bellarmine
bested
3 7
team rebounds
clock
to
run
down
the
tempted
1,Vright State 83-79 in overtime,
TOTALS
3148 13* 18 73
'Wet eligible for OVC Tourney
but
Billy
the
last
shot,
for
Xavier of Cincinnati was a 64Paultz' jumper was blocked by
611 victor over visiting Northern
Kentucky State, and the Uni- Jones, who fed guard Mack
versity of Evansville beat Ken- Calvin for the winning lay-in.
tucky Wesleyan 100-97 at Brian Taylor's baseline jumper
with four seconds left for the
Owensboro.
Sophomore Gerald Cunning- Nets was long and Bill
was
ham hit a layup with 31 sec- Melchionni's follow
onds remaining to lead • Ken- swatted away by Jones at the
tucky State's narrow victory beaver.
Jones, a rookie from North
over Knoxville. Lewis Linder
led Kentucky State with 20 Carolina, led Denver with 23
points while Cunningham added points. New York's Larry
Kenon was the game's high
19.
The Pikeville-Thomas More scorer with 28. Julius Erving,
game was tied five times be- who tallied a career-high 6.3
points Friday, added 26 for the
fore the home team pulled
Nets.
away from a 32-32 deadlock on
Q's 133, Colonels 128, OT
a basket by Roy Reasor arid
Bo Lamar, the hero of
IsIO-36-Froo Large or Too Smoli
never trailed again. Pikeville
he
finistee:l_ Fitt.. a 22-5 seaeon Fririno'e mnrnehrin when
FREE Estimates
fourth
in
the
points
scored eight
record. Thomas More is 9-10.
41
C,ampbellsville's victory over overtime, hit for 13 of San
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
host Berea was led by Barry Diego's 19 points in the extra
Barnes with 24 points. Charlie period against Kentucky.
careerscored
a
who
Lamar,
Turner had 20 to pace the home
team. Campbellsville improved high 45 points against the Nets,
its record to 13-11. Berea is 12- totaled 40 against the Colonels.
The game was tied three
12 for the season.
Guard Jim Parrish dumped times in the overtime period,
in 31 points to lead George- the last at 120-120. Then Lamar
hit a 10-footer jumper from the
town's Kentucky Intercollegiate
baseline to give the Q's the lead,
Athletic Conference win over
and he added three more
Cumberland. Skip Redmond
baskets later on to put the game
added 24 points and Andy Wilout of reach.
liams 23 for the winners.
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Morehead Brings End To
Middle Winning Streak

By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky basketball
coach Jim Richards, his team
back in contention for the Ohio
Valley Conference lead, is
grateful to fellow Kentucky
school Morehead State.
"I'd Like to thank Morehead
for giving us a chance again,"
he said after Morehead stopped
Middle Tennessee's winning
streak at 13 games, defeating
MTSU 89-85 Saturday night.
Western Kentucky, meanwhile, was defeating Eastern
Louisville had to rally from a Kentucky 84-75.
23-point deficit midway through
Following the two games,
the second half to beat St. I onis. Western is 8-2 in the conference
the
sparked
Allen Murphy
and MTSU is 9-1. The leaders
Cardinal comeback and wound are to meet in Murfreesboro,
second
the
points,
all
in
up 12
Tenn. March 1.
half.
Elsewhere in OVC action SatJohn Lucas' 31 points led urday night, East Tennessee
Maryland's victory; David defeated Murray 88-75 and AusThompson scored 22 points, tin Peay whipped Tennessee
including two key free throws at Tech 94-79.
the end, to help North Carolina
Morehead's upset marked the
State beat Wake Forest; second straight year the Eagles
Arizona State whipped Brigham have ended a ivrrsu winnning
Young behind Mike Moon's 22 streak. Last year Morehead uppoints.
ended the Blue Raiders by five
points to end their cc-inning
streak at 10.
Arch Johnson scored 27
points to lead the Eagles, who
Magic To
took the lead with just over two
Bowling League
Team
minutes gone in the game and
71
17
Johnson's Gr,.
never trailed again.
52
Ezell Beauty School
40
48
Beauty Boo
MTSU was able to tie it at 2940
MurrayIns.46
29 with 5:55 left in the half, but
44
44
Hutson Texaco
[Andy's42 43
could get no closer than the fi42
46
Peoples Bank
nal four-point margin in the
414 464
Shirley's
394 4819 second half.
Jerry's Restaurant
77
51
Bank of Murray
Morehead evened its overall
51
39
63
Murray-Calloway Hoop
record at 10-10 and pushed its
High Team Game SC
736 OVC mark to 3-7. MTSU, led by:
Murray Ins.
31 Tim
Burley's
Sisneros with 22 points,
725
Jolinsoris Gro
dropped to 18-3 overall.
High rum Game (11C1
960
At Richmond, Ky., Eastern
969
Murray Ins.
968 Kentucky coach Bob Mulcahy
Peoples Bank
High Team Seliell r.SCI
had no criticism for his team's
2125
Johnson's Geo
2095 effort against Western.
-I
Eull Beauty School
2065 don't know how
Shirley's
anyone can exHigh Team Series 114C
2812 pect anything more from us,"
Shirley's
2716 Mulcahy said
Ezell Beauty School
after the stub2702
Peoples Bank
born Colonels tied the score 12
High Ind. Game SC
Belinda Burkeen
times and were only two points
Ill
Darlene Wilkinson
179 behind with 2:30 left, before
1 inda Todd
171
Jeanie Lyles
losing. High Ind. Game IHC1
251
Wilson James scored 29
Beim& Burkeen
257
Janet Farmer
points to lead Western, now 13-7
277
Jeanie Lyles
overall. Carl Brown with 21
High Ind Series !SC/
506
Belinda Burkeen
was tops for Eastern, which Is
490
Darlene Wilkinson
477 3-7 in the OVC and 7-14 overall
Jeanie Lyles
High Ind. Series(NCI
"Hey, they don't play like
864
Belinda Burkeen
821 team that's lost that man,
.leante 1 ties
..
527
Linda Todd
games," Richards said of the
High Averages
58 Colonels' record.
Mildred Hodge
52
Betty Dixon
Austin Peay's Joe Johnsoi.
51
Mary Harris
50 scored 23 points to lead tin
Darlene Wilkinson
50
zrida Drake
Governors over Tennesse,
49
Wanda Nance
49 Tech. Peay took the lead win
Judy Hale
Barbara Alexander
about six minutes left in the
45
4
rubel Parks
42 first half and never trailed
Sandra Hargrove
again.
Tom Schmidt had 22 points to
GOLF
SAN DIEGO - J. C. Snead lead the Golden Eagles, who
shot a final round four-under dropped to 10-10 overall and 4-6
par 68 then survived four holes in the OVC. Austin Peay is in
of sudden death with Ray Floyd third place in the OVC now
to win the $170,000 Andy with a 7-3 league record and a
Williams-San Diego Open Golf 13-8 overall mark
In other Kentucky college
Tournament.
MANILA - Kuo Chie-Ilsiung games, Kentucky Stale Invaded
of Taiwan carded a final round Knoxville College for a 77-76
six-under-par 66 and scored an win, Pikeville ended its regular
season with a 96-75 victory over
eight-stroke victory in the
$40,000 Philippine Open Golf Thomas More and Campbellsville downed Berea 73-66
Tournament.

Meyers, UCLA's top scorer,
was held without a field goal
through the first 24 minutes. He
and Washington finished with 14
points each for the Bruins.
Oregon State was led by
Lonnie Shelton, who scored 17
points before fouling out with
4:02 remaining and UCLA
4. Paul Miller and Don
eati tie4
.
Smith each added 10 points for
the Beavers.

Bowling
Standings

If you're 65 or over
and covered by Medicare,
you should know about the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement.

Racers Blown Out By Bucs But
Still Have Chance At Playoffs
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Bucks Blow Huge Lead
And Get Upset By Jazz
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By ALEX SACHARE
AP Starts Writer
The Milwaukee Bucks had a
laughter going at New Orleans
- a 17-point lead after three
quarters, a 1U-point bulge with
four minutes to go.
But the players on the New
Orleans Jazz weren't laughing.
Instead they throttled the
Bucks' Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
with solid defense, reeled off 14
consecutive points and pulled
out a stunning 103-101 upset over
the Bucks Sunday night.
"The only way you can get the
other team to miss is to play
defense arid we're gradually
beginning to do that," said Jazz
Coach Butch van Breda Kolff,
whose team posted its 10th
victory against 45 losses.
The triumph means that even
if New Orleans fails to win
another game all year, it will
not equal the National
Basketball Assriciation's record

Racer Women Lose
58757 To Missouri
The University of Missouri
almost had its perfect season
ruined Saturday but came back
in the final minutes to post a 5857 win over the Murray State
women's basketball team in a
contest played in the Sports
Arena.
Coming into the game,
Missouri owned a 9-0 record.
Murray led for most of the
game. At intermission, the
Racers held on to a slim 29-27
lead.
And with just over three
minutes left in the contest, the
Racers were ahead by five
points. But an outbreak of fouls
and turnovers in the final
minutes by the Racers allowed
Missouri to catch up and go
ahead to hail down the win.
Lois Holmes and Debbie
Hayes each had 17 points to
pace the Murray scoring while
Gene Thomason and Jana Jones
added eight apeice. Other
scoring included Beverly
Parrish five and Diane Wolfollt
two.
The loss leaves Murray with
an 6-10 slate. The Racers will
play at Western Kentucky
Tuesday night.

for futility set by the
Cave 100, Rockets 95
Philadelphia 76ers in 1972-73,
Dick Snyder, Jim Chones and
when they won just nine games
Bobby Smith combined for 56
all year.
points for Cleveland, which
Elsewhere in the NBA Sunmoved 1,2 games ahead of
day, the Chicago Bulls downed
Houston in their battle for
the Buffalo Braves 114-99, the
second place in the Central
Washington Bullets beat the Division.
Snyder led the Cavs
New York Knicks 125-104, the with
21.
Seattle SuperSonics topped the
ICings 102, Pistons 99
Los Angeles Lakers 109-87, the
KC-Omaha jumped to a 19Cleveland Cavaliers defeated point lead in
the third quarter
the Houston Rockets 100-95 and and
held off Detivitt for. its 10th
the Kansas City-Omaha Kings victory in the last
11 games. The
edged the Detroit Pistons 102-99, surprising Kings
were once
Guard Louie Nelson and again led by the backcourt duo
forward Nate Williams led the of Nate Archibald and
Jimmy
Jars rally, which erased an 88- Walker, who
scored 35 and 26
71 deficit in the final period. points, respectively.
Williams tallied 10 points and
Nelson eight as the Jazz outscored the visitors 32-14 in the
final 12 minutes.
Milwaukee was ahead 99-419
with four minutes left, but New
A tough Lyon County team
Orleans poured in 14 straight took the championship of the
points for a 103-99 lead. Abdul- Marshall County Eighth Grade
Jahbar's dunk at the buzzer left Tourney held over the weekend
the Bucks two points short.
at North Marshall.
Nelson topped the Jazz with 27
Lyon County had advanced to
points. Abdul-Jabbar had 33 for the finals by winning a
Milwaukee, which dipped two semifinal match over Reidland.
games below .500 and 71
/
2 games In the other semifinal game,
behind the pace-setting Chicago North
Marshall
edged
Bulls in the NBA's rugged Brazelton.
Midwest Division,
Lyon County trailed in the
Bulls 114, Braves 99
championship game by 11
Norm Van Lier scored 21 of points at halftime but outscored
his 29 points in the second half, North Marshall by 25 points in
Chet Walker netted nine points the second half to post a 52-38
in the final four minutes and win.
center Nate Thurmond blocked
In the consolation contest,
a pair of shots near the end that Reidland edged Brazelton 52-51.
insured the Bulls' 24th victory in
Lyon County ends its season
the last 33 games.
with a perfect 17-0 mark. They
McAdoo led Buffalo with 40 won their first round game
points. Bob Love topped Friday over Murray Middle
Chicago with 31.
School.
Bullets 125, ICnIcks 104
TENNIS
Elvin Hayes poured in 33
SALISBURY, Md. - Jimmy
points and grabbed 14 rebounds,
Kevin Porter had 22 points and Connors became only the
11 assists and Wes Unseld setond player ever to win three
contributed 18 rebounds for consecutive U. S. National
Washington, which outscored Indoor Open Tennis Chamthe Knicks 28-2 in eight minutes pionshiptiwith a 5-7, 7-5,6-k„3-8
of the second half. It was New 6-0 vict.ory owes- Vitas
Gerulaitis.
York's fifth straight loss.
CHICAGO - Australian
Souks 109, Lakers irr
Spencer Haywood scored 24, Margaret Court defeated
Navratilova
of
Leonard Gray 22 and Fred Martina
Brown 20 for Seattle, which had Czechoslovakia 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 to
lost five of its last six starts. claim the 975,000 Chicago
Cazzie Russell topped Los Women's Tournament,
TORONTO - U nseed ed
Angeles with 24.
Harold Solomon upset eighthseeded Stan Smith 6-4, 6-1 in the
singles final of a World
Championship Tennis Tournament.

Lyon County Wins
Marshall Tourney

Sears
Au tomotive

SALE
Save 50%

1 Steel
Belt

4 Rayon
Cord Belts
2 Polyester
Radial Plies

IMF

on 2nd
Radial 36S
Tire
When you buy
1st tire at
regular price
plus F.E.T.
on each tire

X.Ti
EACH
!FOR
FITS
BUZ
1411.24 11.110-13
148.16
ART-11:98.641-13
$4431
$44.711_
'78-13
7.31is4
19-14
$4938
__$74.311 _
$53.81
7.75-14
_
MN _
fs-i4 154.9$__
8.31-14
$83.42 _
DiftWI-ii
- 8.84-14
743.1$
$94.72
19775.44
81115
5.42.05
_ $93.46 _
—UR II-1
8.111148
$97,811_
565.24
HR7S.l
5104.10_
8 -1
X69 U _
8-11
ous-fs—
PIM _
_ 31 08.00 _
LR78•14
Price. Include Federal Excise Tax

Save $4.00 on 42-Month
Guaranteed Battery
W., $29.95

$25.95
With trade-in
GUARANTEE

Flick Voltaer
I hrough - the - partition roll
connect." deliver more intlieU aarttne pone, than an
other.on alentleal ha(tory
ron•
with u p towl.over
nert

Free replatPment
within 90 elnyo of
'tun-hare if Nitta"
11,41 ve• defeciiv•
After 98 eye, wc will
replace ol will,• new
Int tery if defective.
rh.nime only tee (Inn
fieri.r1 of ownenthip
Your monthly
for own...mitt
computni hy div,d
mg Ow current wiling
prior lam trerte
the firma(return. by
the nurnher of Tr h•
..f ismorlmter.

Need
S•rars H•s A Credit Plan to Suit Moat Every
• Prices Are Catalog Prices
• Shipping, Installation Extra
ARMIN Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Bark
Southside Shopping CenSHOP AT SEARS
ter — Murray, Ky.
AND SAVE
Phone 753-2310

Sears

SEARS, R01131111C1( AND CO

College Results
by 1110 ASSOCuitib press
Pitt 71, Virginia 70, OT
Penn Si. 11. Army 64
Manhattan W.Navy 52
Colgate 92. Clarkson 74
Penn 103, Harvard 81
Princeton 70, Dartmouth 58
Rutgers 97. Fordham 90
Buffalo 82, Akron 56
Bentley 79, C. Connecticut 65
Massachusetts 76, Connecticut 75
Qncinnatti Ii,Geo. Washington 72
Cornell 75, Yale 55,01'
femple 81,at Joseph's, Pa. Si
Edinboro St. 87„ lock Haven 56
leMoyne 79, St Francis, N Y 64
Canisius 80, Syracuse 76
St Bona venture 81, Niagara 71
Tennessee 103, Kentucky 98
Maryland 16,5,Carolina 74
Mississippi St. is,ISO]71
N. Carolina St. 89, Wake Forest 87
Auburn 76,Fonda 75
UT-Chattanooga 96, Georgia St 80
Alabama 89. Mississippi 79
Stetson 48, Jacksonville 47
Vanderbtlt 81, Georgia 76
Furman 96, Davidson 113
Old Dominion 64, Va Military 69
Clemson 100, Duke 66
Va Union 78, Virginia St. 74
Gardner-Webb 116, UNC-Aahville 69
Randolph-Macon M,Hampton Inst 54
Marehall 90, Rhode Island 33, OT
Memphis St. 81. Wis-Milwaukee 69
Jacksonville St 92.N. Alabama 77
Tulane 83, New Orleans 81, OT
Centenary 71,Southern N.66
Meorn St 79, Jackson St. 73
Southern-Raton Rouge 89.G rambling 12

NOSES
Indiana 62, Northwestern 56
Notre Dame 91, IA Salle 75
Michigan 99, Iowa 75
Creighton 61, Oklahoma Oty
5 Carolina 93, Dayton 73
Purdue 114, Illinois 91
Oral Roberts 91, Indiana Si.
Colorado 62. Nebraska 61
'raided° 73, E. Michigan 64
Bowling Green 65, Kent St 57, OT
Ohio St. 73, Wlie01111.11 70
Michigan St. 86, Minnesota 81,01'
W Michigan 76, Ohio U. 72
C. Michigan 78, Miami,0.74

Butler
tTIrt°De
aoh7""
, 72
KaIISILS 59, Oklahoma St. 57

Drake 82. Bradley 73
S. Dakota St. 82, Mankato, Minn.,Si, 75
N. Dakota 64,3. Dakota 54
N. Dakota St. U.Morainal& 73
Cleveland St 93, Youngstown SIN,2 01'
Oklahoma 78, Kansas St. 71
Marquette 81, Detroit 62
94issotin 96, Iowa St.66
Wichita St 71. Tulsa 67

(MURRAY LELLER

TLMES)

PORTS
Woods' Team -MeetingWas Key For Tennessee
By FSCAR THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)No doubt about it, Rodney
Woods will be able to return to
his Four-Mile, Ky., next
summer with head held high.
Wrinds was the dynamo who
ignited the spark that fired
Tennessee to a 103-98 basketball
victory over fourth-ranked
Kentucky Saturday night.
The valiant little Vol captain
called a squad meeting Thursday night and told his teammates he wanted this one badly.
Forget the three straight losses,
Rodney said, and win this one
for me.
"I also wanted this one for
Mom and Dad," Woods said.
"When you live in Kentucky
and pull for Tennessee, you
have to take a lot."
Coach Ray Mears called it
perhaps the greatest victory in
his 19 year coaching career.
"Rodney Woods won the
game," Mears declared. "I
don't know what he said at that
Thursday team meeting, but
whatever it was made all the
difference in the world."

Woods, hobbling on a gimpy
ankle, scored 14 points, had 10
assists and directed the Vol
offense.
He put Tennessee ahead 4-2 on
a 25-foot jumper with the game
only one minute old and
thereafter Kentucky played
catch-up.
The Wildcats never quite
made it.
Tennessee led 56-4,4 at the
half. But Kentucky, getting a
lift from freshman Jack Givens
in the second half cut the Vol
margin to 96-88 with a Little
more than three minutes
remaining.
Givens scored 20 points, 16
after intermission.
"When we closed to 90-88, I
thought Tennessee might
crack," said Kentucky Coach
Joe Hail. "We had momentum
then, but they kept coming
back You have to give Tennessee all the credit in the
world,"
Both Mears and Hall said the
game was superbly played.
-The difference was on the
Hall,
backboards," said
referring to Tennessee outrebounding his Cats 42-34.

J. C. Snead Wins San Diego
Tourney, Making Good Name
By BOB GREEN
Al' Golf Writer
SAN DIEGO ( AP - J. C.
ofñinnéi'lñ th-e
trieiCa
Andy Williams-San Diego Open
Golf Tournament, has lived in
his 33 years in the massive
shadow of his famous Uncle
Sam.
At times it's been a problem.
But now he's learned to live
with it.
"Just because my name is
Snead, lots of people think I'm
somebody I'm not," the onetime pro baseball player said
Sunday
after
defeating
defending champion Bobby
Nichols and Ray Floyd in four
holes of sudden death.
"Sometimes I've had a hard
time with it. Maybe somebody
had a run-in with my uncle a
long time ago and they want to
give me a hard time about it.
"They think I'm somebody or
something I'm not.
"But it doesn't really bother
me any more."
Early in life, the big, easygoing guy stayed away from the
game his flambouyant uncle
once dominated. He didn't take
up golf seriously until he was in
his 20s. That was after spending
three years as an outfielder in
the Washington Senators chain.
"I'd had a good year the year
before and they wouldn't move
me to a higher classification, so
I figured I wasn't gonna make it
- that I was just wasting my
time."

He worked several years in
Rod Funseth, who had the
club jobs before turning to the lead after 54 holes, went to a 74
tour_M,IX19. He struggles',fgr a_ la he la st round and missecLihe_
couple of years, broke through playoff by a single stroke at 280.
to two victories in 1971, won Tom Kite followed at 281 after a
again in 1972 and starred on losing 71.
both of the last U. S. Ryder Cup
teams.
AUTO RACING
The last two years have been
DAYTt)NA BEACH, Fla. -financially rewarding for him
Benny Parsons captured the
more than $100,000 in each Daytona 500 stack car race,
season - but he didn't win.
finishing 2,2 miles ahead of
"I had a shot at winning second place finisher Bobby
seven, maybe eight times last Allison at Daytona Inyear; maybe four or five times ternational Speedway Sunday.
the year before," he recalled. On Saturday, Jack Ingram of
"It seemed that something Asheville, N. C., survived two
always jumped up, something minor crashes and drove to a
always happened. Every time. comfortable victory in a 300"I was beginning to wonder if mile Sportsman's race.
I ever was gonna wirt again."
It came the hard way Sunday.
BASEBALL
He had to come from five
SAN FRANCISCO - Relief
strokes off the pace with a fourpitcher Rothe Fingers of the
under-par 68 in the cold and
Oakland A's won an 989,000
wind to tie Nichols and Floyd at
contract for the 1975 baseball
279, nine-under-par on the
season in an arbitration
seaside, 7,047-yard South course
decision.
at Torrey Pines Park. Nichols
71,
Floyd
72.
had a closing
BOWLING
Nichols dropped out with a
SPRINGFIELD, Va. - Gary
three-putt bogey on the first
sudden death hole. Floyd took Dickinson of Fort Worth, Fla.,
Snead two more holes before he rolled three strikes in the final
pumped his second shot into the frame of the final match to
water on the fourth playoff hole. score a 241-218 victory over
Snead made birdie-four and it Dick Weber in the 970,000 Fair
Lanes Open tournament.
was over.

rwri

Racer Track Team Is
Secon d At Sikeston
Murray State took second Chatham won a pair of first
place in a quadrangular track places and continued his outmeet held Saturday at Sikeston, standing work in the field
events,
Mo.
__southeast micsouri won the
Jn the triple jump, Chatham_
meet with 76 points while Set a new fieldhouse record with
Murray was ruruierup with 65 a 46-2 in winning the event.
points. me other two teams in Chatham was a double winner
the meet were Harding College as he won the long jump with an
effort of 22-8,4.
and Missouri-Rolla.
Two other Racers placed in
It was a day of frustration for
the Racers as they suffered the triple jump: Trevor Athill
through what's known as was second with 22-4 while
"home-cooking" in basketball. Lester Flax was third with a 21Senior hurdler Gary Craft
appeared to have won the 60Flip Martin won the high
yard high hurdles in a breeze jump with a 6-4 while Jim
but was given second place by Rozhon was second at 6-2.
In the shot put, Steve Ford
the spotters, who were also
trying to act as timers at the recorded his personal best for
same time, something that is the season of 50-9 to take first
place
"thhon" in trark
There was also a pushing
Craft, who won the 60-yard
incident in the mile-relay that intermediates in 7.7, had to
cost Murray a win in the event. settle for second in the high
In the field events, the hurdles and was given a 7.7,
measuring procedures were though it was reported to have
highly inconsistent with dif- been rather obvious Craft acferent procedures used in tually won the event.
In the 300-yard dash, Stanford
measuring the marks of Murray
athletes and participants from "Little Joe" Patrick was third
in 33.2, though he won his heat.
Southeast Missouri.
None-the-less, there were He was in the "slow" heat of the
some outstanding individual two and had he been in the other
efforts in the meet. However, heat with the faster runners, it
the times and distances were would have probably caused
not as great as what the him to run harder and push his
average track fan might expect. time down even more
The track was a 10-lap per
Mike Campbell, a senior, was
mile track plus athletes had to second in the 440 with a 51.3
wear flats in all the field events, while in the 880, Dennis Mabbitt
the 60-yard dash and the hur- was second with 1:57.4.
dling events. Thus with less
The only sprint race the
traction because they didn't Racers won was the 600 where
have spikes, the athletes' times Flax took first in 1:15.
Senior Gordy Benfield and
were all a bit more and
distances a bit less.
freshman Martyn Brewer
Sophomore
Patmore placed second and third

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.

respectively in two events:
Benfield recored a 2:18.3 for
second in the 1,000-yard run
while Brewer was 1.4 seconds
behind.
Iffthe rfflle=run, Benfield was
second in 4:19.4 while Brewer
had a 4:23.2. It was the first
time of the indoor season
Brewer has been able to participate.
The two-mile run was won by
Bob Arnet of the Racers who
had a personal best of 9:22.6
while Clint Strohmeier was
third with a personal best of
9:35.
Four Racers did not make the
trip because of injuries. They
included freshman distance
runner Brian Rutter, _junior
field event man Kevin Caines,
freshman sprinter Sylvester
Onyekwe and freshman Steve
Crisafulli,
The Harms will be at a
triangular meet Saturday in
Lafayette, hid.
Teams entered include
Murray, Eastern Illinois and
host Purdue.

)Our Muffler
Is At Work
... Silently

Lubrication
Or

State Safety
Inspection
with

Installation
of Muffler

Offer
Good
Through
February

11.11
Murray Nem

_

Automotive Center
7th 8 Maple St.

Ph. 753-9999

Ever try
reasoning
with an
overloaded
\
credit card?
Talk to the Good News loan people
about one of these consolidation plans:
CASH
ADVANCE

Reason 14. We're human, and once
in a great while we make a mistake.
But if our error means you must pay
additional tax, you pay only the tax.
We pay any interest or penalty .
We stand behind our work.

MONTHLY TOTAL
NO. of
ANNUAL
MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS % RATE

$2,500

48

$73.17

53.612.16

17130%

$3,000

48

$87.63

$4,206 24

17.69% '

$3,500

93

$9047

5.642460

1880%

$4,000

60

5103.23

$6,193.80

18,76%

SONNWEST
Teas Christian 64,SMU 64
Texas 70, Baylor 69
Truss Tes h 71, Rae 63
Teas /PIM 62, Arkamas 60
New Mexico St 73. N. Texas 4,
8110) Houston 95. Teas A&I 71t
FAR WEST
Arizona 93, Utah 89
Stanford 92, Washington St 70
UCIA 74, Ore. St. 62
Arizona 98.98,Brigham Young 79
Texas-El Paso 60,.Colorado St. 57
Boise St. 105, Montana St 02
Wyoming 73. New Mexico 59
Weber 51 75, Gonzaga 67
St. Mary's, Calif. 72, Peppenili or
N Arizona 111.1daho 86
Idaho St 49, Montana 47
W. Teas St SIP, New Meal/ .11 5.1
San Francisco . 104. Nevada fir,, 71
California 711, Washington 71
S California 92,Oregon 90
long Beach St. 84,Fresno St 76
Pan American 73, Denver 66
NeV14,1•14113 Vegas 81. Santa ilara

and smile again!
Loans and financing to $4,800.
Large loans for homeowners.

0.06M113142CNC

CREW/W.
1ot-77.7er

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

OF A WEN/CA

903 Arcadia St.
fra.4 p.m. 34IM.hese 7113
NNPINIFTISIT Neesssaas

Ir

Open Friday Nights Until 6,00
In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder,

Mgr.

Murray
Plume 753-5573
.1,
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Boy Scouting Is There
To Hell)Pave the Way
There's a big world outside — one that
offers a young man many directions. He
obtains guidance from home, but gains
knowledge through insight. Boy Scouting
— it tops a boy's growth potential.

Cub Scouting: It's the
Start of Something Big!

character, channeling his ener-

merit badge and he deserves it
...so, let's show our thanks for
the fine service he's given us by
supporting the Boy &outs!

anti-pollution program — going
strong in both city and country?

Murray Insurance
Agency

Peoples Bank
Phone 753-3231

1,4 BOY SCOUT! Strong
minded, eager to 'learn, considerate, helpful... we have a
whole community filled with
boys like these. Let's give
them a hand!

He's worked hard for that

Did you know that Boy
Scouting has a highly effective

-- important ones... shaping his

Member FDIC

It Takes a Special
Chemistry to Make a .

He Should Be Proud of
Himself... We Are!

A Full

Phone 753-4751

Bel Air Center

From the moment a boy
takes the Boy Scout Oath he
Jives up to it with honor —

Scouting doesn't turn
its back on social problems. It
fights them with prevention programs — be it drugs; pollution!

There Are Bigger...
Better Things Ahead

Irotlr That's what it'. all about!
These boys are learning about
themselves and the world around
them. Asking questions ... finding answers. Using this knowledge for making a better tomorrow.
... NOW!

country in his growth from
Cub to Scout. Believe in him.

Cub Scouting is the first
step — then comes Webelos and
later full-fledged Scouting. Each
step takes a boy nearer manhood.
Support tomorrow's leaders, now.

Donald E. Henry

National Store

State Farm Insurance
104 N. 4th St.

Phone
753-1893

Service Bank

/4
Boy Scouts...Exploring
For Fun and Knowledge
Education Combats The
Current Drug Problem

Bank of Murray

Fkadquarters For All Your Scouting Needs

753-9935

408 Main

753-3614

"We Salute the Murray and Calloway Scouts 8 Their Leaders"
Carl R. Howard Construction
Roofing And Glass Company
1215 Duiguid Drive

Roy's Top Shop
S. 4th St.

753-0176

Calloway County
Monument Works
1107W. Main

106 S. 5th

753-6970

753-2414
206 Main

753-3415

Compliments of

Freed Cotham Co.

Man's World

Corvette Lanes

Quality Work Since 1937

802 Chestnut

753-1962

Holton & Melugin
Insurance Agency

Adams Shoe Store

Nand-Tailored To Fit Any Car

753-4832

1

Complete lien's Si Women's Nair Styling

E. Main St.

753-2202

I

01)ixieGream

900 Coldwater Rd.

753-0511

i

1

"Keep Up The Good Work. Scouts"

Dale & Stubblefield

Donuts Made Fresh Daily
Chestnut St.

753-6034

&hi

Murray Cablevision
7531231

418 Main

Carroll Volkswagen

Michael Colyott, Mgr,

BOO Chestnut

A

153-81150

Phone 753-5005 (After 5 p.m., 753-8144)

AUTHORIZED
DEALER
AMEN

I

Ward-Elkins
411 Maple

753-1713

Open 24 Hours

753-0425

Ewing Tire Service

"The Store For Men"

P

Shopping Center
,,

Palace Cafe

Nouns: Men.-Fri. - 9-4; Sat. - 9-5

808 Chestnut

King's Den
Mows
hi Air
Ilen.-11terit. I Sat.
Frolay

Christian Book Center

. .

Illant -lip re.
10 a.M 9 e re.

"All-Jersey Milk"

Five Points

753-7992

753-3012

Dunn's Furniture,
TV and Appliance

pr, Truck and Farm Tires
"In The Field Service"

753-3164

808 Coldwater Rd.

Ryan Milk Company

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Holiday Inn
of Murray
753-3037

Hwy. 641 S.

753-5986

Mother Goose Fashions

Protective Life Insurance

Chuck's Music Center

Murray Appliance Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie inams

Mike Smith

"Your Sony Sound Center"

No•ard Coy I John Simmons, owners

Box 411

White House Offices

753-0376

1411 Main St.

753-3682

212 E. Main St.
___

753-1586
—,
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Madisonville Crime Laboratory To Open
FRANKFORT, Ky.—"Two state police eventually hope
to
weeks can be an awful long time establish at
various locations in
when you have a murder on Kentucky.
All five will operate
your hands and need some as satellites
of the main—and,
answers in a hurry."
until now,only—state police lab
But a new state police crime at Frankfort.
laboratory, to be opened
To date, only one other
sometime next month in facility has been approved for
rilassided-sPeee-efr'the tiltrd—lccr %Ming. Dorrng Jan-init.-3%;
floor of the state's old Tuber- state police were
awarded
culosis Hospital at Madison- another $90,625 for a second
lab
ville, soon could ease that and to be located on-campus
at the
other problems for authorities University of Louisville.
In Western Kentucky, according
Population, crime rates and
to Kentucky State Police Capt. distance to the math
lab at
Marion Campbell.
Frankfort are the chief criteria
Campbell, who commands the being considered in deterState Police Special In- mining where each lab will be
vestigations Unit here, which located.
includes all state police crime
"In the case of the lab at
lab operations, said recently Madisonville, the distance
that the planned opening of a which police had to drive
in
new laboratory at Madisonville order to get evidence to
Frankpromises authorities in that fort became the most important
part of the state "a much faster consideration," Campbell said.
turn-around rate on criminal
Campbell said that he conevidence submitted to state sidered the plan to open
police for scientific analysis. regionally-based, satellite
"And because of that new crime labs as being "a giant
capability, we expect to get as step forward" for law enhigh as 75-100 new requests for forcement in Kentucky.
help from police in Western
While the satellite labs will
Kentucky
almost
im- not have the same sort of
mediately," he said.
sophisticated instrumentation
The Madisonville-based now available at Frankfort—
facility was funded under a "the main lab will continue to
$104,375 federal-state grant handle the more difficult
awarded state police last cases," he said—they will be
November by the Kentucky able to take over much of the
Crime Commission (KCC).
more routine work which
Plans call for the new facility currently accounts for a large
to be staffed initially by three part of the Frankfort lab's
chemists and a supervisor who annual caseload.
will provide laboratory support
During 1974, the lab handled
and
some
on-the-scene almost 6,000 cases, or nearly
technical help to police, double the number reported just
sheriffs' departments, one year earlier.
prosecutors, coroners and other
Campbell said he expected
law enforcement officials in a that increased utilization of
23-county area located west of a satellite lab facilities not only
line drawn along the eastern would help in reducing the
boundaries of Hancock, Ohio, caseload at Frankfort, but,
Muhlenberg and Todd counties. more importantly for police,
According to Campbell, the would reduce the amount of
Madisonville lab is to be the time now required to give
first of five such facilities which requesting agencies a corn-

Emmert Chiropractic
753 9909
903 Sycamore
Center
*Ileginnbig February 1 our office will be closed all
New Hours
day Tuesdays
Mon , Wed., Thurs 8 Fri
8.00o. fn. to 12.00 Noon
and 2:90p. rrs top:00p. m
Saturday 9-00 a.m. to 1200 noon

Hospital Report

Public Meetings To
Be Held On Justice

2-7-75
Adults 128
pleted report.
"No supervisor can call off a Nursery
13
The current time required to test by telling the examiner that
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
complete an exam and prepare he has done enough," said
Baby Boy Washam (Sandra
a report averages about two Campbell. "Every piece of
Kay I Mrs. Freddie) Route 1,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
weeks, he said.
and goals.
evidence receives multiple Benton, Baby
Boy Cardwell and regional criminal justice
Reducing the caseload at tests, and each examiner must
The soon-to-be launched nineRachel AI Mrs. Harvey) Route professionals are planning a
Frankfort also will allow state be personally satisfied with the
1, Gilbertsville, Baby Boy series of public meetings in nine city tour is the second such
police more time for neces
.sary. results
swintt.through the state that the
iWigL E4laiert-vilteryl- -Jean - Imre. --Kentucky cities- warttag
retietifeh -anti increased con- report is made."
conJoseph 1,1 1609 Ryan, Murray. month to sound out public at- justice department has
centration on the more complex
ducted in less that a year.
The lab will make every effort
DISMISSALS
titudes and views on imcases, he said.
that public
to complete every test ai soon
Mrs. Vivian Starr Miller, Box provements in the state's Mangeot said
Among the tests to be taken as possible,said Campbell,"but
meetings held last summer in
86, Dexter, Mrs. Lynda Joyce criminal justice system.
over largely by the satellite labs we don't testify for anyone but
nine Kentucky cities "helped us
Griffith, Hilltop Farm, Paris,
Plans for the public hearings
Navy Airman Recruit Kenn',
are drug identifications which, the truth."
TN., Mrs. Betty Carol Webb, 507 were announced here Tuesday to better identify problems and M. Hargrove, son of Mr. and
said Campbell, "are responLynnwood, Murray, Mrs. Linda by state Justice Secretary define solutions, especially in Mrs. Marcus G. Hargrove of
sible for much of our backlog
Lou Reynolds,Route 5, Box MA, Henri L. Mangeot, who said that such areas as juvenile Route 5, Murray, graduated
LOOKS LIKE A MUSEUM
right now." Other tests to be
crime
delinquency
and
When Paris, TN., Donnie Gene he, as the chairman of the
(AP)
HOUSTON
—
from recruit training at the
conducted by the satellite labs
that his Parker, Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Kentucky Crime Commission, prevention.
people
Bies
tell
Alan
Naval Training Center, Orlaninitially will include blood
place looks like a museum, be Nell L. Anderson, Route 3, along with members of his staff,
concern
public
over
"The
do, Fla. He is scheduled to
identification, glass, soil and
is delighted. This means he has Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Katherine would join regional crime crime is often voiced but seldom
report to Aviation fir,. Conhair examinations.
reached his goal — collecting Borens and Baby Boy, Route 2, councils in conducting the open heard
on a first-hand basis by
Some labs also may be enough antique musical inCadiz, Mrs. Ann Elizabeth forums, the first of which will be the very agencies which are trol Technician School
equipped to handle ballistics struments to fill a museum.
Millington, Tenn. The training
Rose, Route 2, Covey Drive, held Feb. 17 at Louisville.
supposed to be doing something included
firearms) work, he said.
Bies, 25, owns about 70 wininstruction
in
Murray,
Belt
and
Mrs.
Judith
Other
list,
cities
and
on
the
about
it...We
recognize
the
If any police officer com- operated pianos and other autoseamanship,
military
Baby
Girl,
605
Meadow
Lane,
dates
of
the
meetings,
were
concern;
we
do
intend
to
a
including
mated
instruments,
plains about delays after the
regulations, fire fighting, close
Wurlitzer 180 Concert Band Or- Murray, Mrs. Betty Jo Black, given as Paducah, Feb. 19; something about it," Mangeot
satellite
labs
become
order drill, first aid and Navy
Sedalia, Mrs. Velma Louise Hopkinsville, Feb. 20; Owen- said.
the
gan,
cir;:a
of
1930,
one
operational, the fault probably
history.
world's largest music machin- Miller, Route 1, Box 156, sboro, Feb. 21; Ashland, Feb.
will not be with any large
es. Bies paid $31,000 for it last Murray, Neville W. Somers, 24; Lexington, Feb. 26,
backlog, but with a hard-and- summer at the auction of an Route
6, Elm Grove, Murray, Somerset, Feb. 27; Bowling
fast rule that Campbell flatly antique car and musical in- Buford
Downey, Route 8 Box Green, Feb. 28; Covington,
refuses to water down.
strument collection.
-610, Murray.
Mar. 3.
Mangeot said views expressed at the meetings will be
useful in formulating planning
efforts of the local, regional and
state criminal justice agencies,
adding that the citizen input
"will be considered in the
process of developing criminal
justice standards and goals."
The state justice department
In Concert
is in the early stages of a twoyear effort which will culminate
MSU Fieldhouse
in the formal adoption of
Wed. Evening 7:30 p.m.
standards and goals for Kentucky's criminal justice system.
Feb. 19,1975
Members of the department's
special
unit—
planning
Tickets Available at
PROBE—will present a "plan
of action" to the Kentucky
Mama Nature's
Advisory Commission on
Chuck's
Music or
Criminal Justice Standards in
MSU Student Union
March which will outline the
unit's two years of work. The
commission then will assign
task forces to review and
4.00 for MSU Students
evaluate the entire criminal
in advance
justice system, identifying
areas in need of improvement
for Public
5.00
Karol Kemp, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kemp, center, was crowned as 1975 Basketball
arid recommending standards
Queen at Southwest Calloway Elementary School at the East-Southwest basketball game. Her
at Door
5.00
and goals in an effort to affect a
escort was Scott Barrow, son of Mr.andMrs. Hubert Barrow. Her attendants were Susan Byars, reduction of crime and i
left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byars, seventh grade, with her escort being Marty
justice.
(Includes Preliminary Group)
Carraway, son of Mr. and Mrs. toe Carraway, and Sheila McKenzie. right, daughter of Mr. and
The results of the public
Mrs Floyd McKer.iie,
r?,
-fOrt being Ricky Garland,son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
meetings will be presented in
Student Government
Garland The three girls were selected by the girl and boy ballpl,wers and cheerleaders. Eighth
report form to the advisory
Assoc. Production
grade ballplayers and cheerleaders selected Kim Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
commission and the task forces
Thompson,as flower girl, and Brad Garland,son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland, as crown bearer.
for their consideration in the
1.•• E.-j F.11.1t.ti,"•-s
(Start Photo bv David Hill) process of developing standards

Eamosisszsommermassmos
When was the last time you
went to a good concert??

Billy Joel

imetHlEa

The West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation'
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SALUTES THE
„
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BOY

A mER CA

This week, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 65th Anniversary,

boys become men, through its program of building character

You can bet they're proud of their record...and justifiably

and providing wholesome activities for growing youngsters.

so. Since its founding,.this.organization hos helped American

We salute an outstanding group of boys!
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A Scout tells this truth. He keeps his promises. Honesty is part of his code of conduct
People can depend on him.
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A SCOUT IS LOYAL
A Scout is true to his family, Scout loadors, friends, school, and nation.
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. A SCOUT IS HELPFUL
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A Scout is concarnsid about other pooplo.
H. does Hanoi wilting)y he salmis
without payer reward.
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A SCOUT IS FRIENDLY
A Scout is a friend to all. He is a brother
to other Scouts. Hsi seeks to understand
others.

s

A
out is polite to everyone regardless
of ago or position. Good manners make it
easter for people to get along together.
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A Scout understands there is strength
in boing gentle. Hie treats others as he
wants to be treated.
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A SCOUT IS REVERENT

A SCOUT IS THRIFTY
,
i

i 1

:411.,4,vie -iv.
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A Scout works to pay his way and to help
others. He saves for unforeseen needs.
He protects & conserves natural resources.

A SCOUT IS BRAVE

N 1W.

..,4
,_.
A Scout is reverent toward God. He is
R.:.-'
I
faithful in his religious duties. He respects
_-_,N.
the beli•fs of othors.
s,....fle•
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,
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A Scout looks for the bright side of things.
His cheerfully does tasks that corn* his
way. He tries to make others happy.
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A SCOUT IS CHEERFUL
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A SCOUT IS KIND
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A SCOUT IS COURTEOUS
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A SCOUT IS TRUSTWORTHY

• -•

A SCOUT IS CLEAN
A Scout hoops his body ond mind fit and
clean. His goos around with these who
believe in these same ideals.

:

ile '---

A Scald eon face &sows, oven if his is ofia3411. 1.14 hot The courage to stand for
what he thinks is right.

c

/_ ..

A SCOUT IS OBEDIENT

..r.
/
14.

A Scout follows the rules of his family.
school, and troop He obeys the laws of
his community and country

Y
`

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
MAYFIELD,KENTUCKY
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Rifle-Carrying Transient Dies
In Battle With Seattle Police

Sprinklers Would Help Contain
Fires In High-Rise Buildings
NEW YORK (AP) - "I'd
sleep a lot better at night if the
World Trade Center had sprinklers," Fire Commissioner John
Q:BaBall,Said
Automatic sprinkler systems
are not mandatory under the
city fire codes. When flames
broke out in the center's 110story north tower at midnight
Thursday.there were no

sprirdders to help contain the
do not require them.
blaze. It spread to parts of six
Nationwide attention first
floors, but no one was seriously
was drawn to the dangers of
injured,
high-rise fires in November
Sprinkler_systete.hell —1972-_ Lice-television cameras
way to save lives in high-rise
were on when four women
building fires, according to fire
jumped to their deaths as fire
officials - now are required in
swept the upper stories of a 17some states. They are also
story building in New Orleans.
being installed in some new
The fire could have been
building even where regulations
stopped if a water sprinkler
system had been installed in
Crossword Puzzler
the building, said the head of a
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
3 ScartiAe gar
ACROSS
presidential commission on fire
MTUg
rrtent 01 fur
1 Stroke
protection.
010212100 ROUNIM
4 Idiot
4 Bazaars
Ma
5
OUTWORN
Land
measure
(OA
Ohio already had a law re9 Youngster
(pi 1
MAO OUSIMA PIAM
12 Southern
quiring sprinklers in new high6 Pronoun
POOR NO0 glOMO
blackbird
7
Corded
cloth
rise buildings. Maryland, Mas13 Group of
MOON MOMALA
8 Renee
eight
sachusetts and California since
ZMM
AM
9 Alarm bell
14 Room in
10
MMOM
UNI1Mq
Fruit
am*
have passed similar laws.
harem
It Ptgeon pea
amoa WNM (Ali=
15 One who
"The tendency now is to re16 Pieces of
NUa mu5:a
catches
baked clay
quire sprinklers," said Robert
17 Package
AO gOOM1O0 MO
18 Soak
19 Heaps
Hodnett,
fire protection engiDOMMOS JUOOMM
20 Sire in middle
21 Attirmattve
NWO
neer with the National Fire
22 Journeys
/7
22 touch
lora
24 Mourntut
Association. "It is
Protection
36 Aeriform fluid 54 Organs of
23 Growing out
26 Gratuities
38 LaSSOS
hearing
probably the single best means
ol
29 Poker
41 Foreigners
55 Japanese
25 Canine
of fire protection. More and
stakes
43 Possessive
sash
27 Pertaining to
31 Republican
pronoun
56 Flying mammore states and municipalities
PuntsAnKf"t
party (mit 1
mal
45 Second of
28 Scorches
Paul Ott, lifelong conservationist, dedicated sportsman,
are making it mandatory."
33 Born
two
57 Expire
30
.
sc
Posed
for
47
34 Sun god
59 Silkworm
student naturalist, self-taught musician, and talented
There are 40,000 sprinklers in
portrati
35 Sink in mid49 Change
60 Obstruct
producer, will be the featured speaker at the fifth annual
the 110-story Sears Towers in
dle
32 Dance step
52 Retain
63 Prefix down
37 Long.
Chicago, the world's tallest
"Great American Weekend - Eagles 75" at Kentucky Dam
slender fish
building at 1,450 feet. There is
Village State Resort Park, February 21-23. The weekend is
39 A conttnent
tabbr 1
no regulation requiring them,
sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Parks in con40 Greek letter
but $4 million was spent to injunction with TVA's Land Between The Lakes. Preregistration
42 Siamese na
live
stall the sprinklers.
for this weekend is suggested. field trips to Land Between
44 Pertaining to
The building also has a comThe Lakes in search of the majestic bald and golden eagles
H..sun
46 Of the same
puterized smoke detection syswil be limited to the first 200 people registered.
material
tem, water pumps and emerRegistration forms and additional information are available
48 Music as
gency power generators which
written
from Land Between The Lakes IN A, Golden Pond, Kentucky
50 Cronies
could supower, if necessary, to
(coital)
42231. Reservations should be made through Kentucky Dam
certain elevators.
51 Kind
Village State Resort Park, Gilbertsville, Kentucky 42044.
53 Rain and had
developers
Builders
often
and
55 Responded
have objected to the extra costs
to command
se Experienced
of installing sprinklers.
61 Prohibition
The chief of Chicago's Fire
62 Downy [kick
64 Period of
Prevention Bureau, Francis
515•
I ma
Murphy, said during construc65 Possessive
60
pronoun
tion of the Sears Tower trade66 Equais
BELMONT, Calif. ( API - A dressers to avert the need of
offs were made, where reason67 Edge
DOWN
able, to lessen costs in one area school district faced with de- closing schools.
The idea flashed in his mind
1 Moccasin
so as to ease the sprinkler clining enrollment wants to
Door y nitad Feature Syndicate. se.
2 Collection
rent empty classrooms to pe- last month like a cartoon light
costs.
ol facts
diatricians, dentists or hair- bulb, said Superintendent
Claude Turner, chief administrator for the seven-school, 3,(244,201-,Ait.mme
tanetzillitttiL4.4
, maw&
400-pupil Belmont system 20
7ie cadet
Anilet.mg.i4v1mtantie
miles south of San Francisco.
z/14:4
,
,k4,134141aty.
,r
4440.a
;
A64402
He said he knows of no precefor renting rooms in operating schools to private enterprise.
Falling enrollment confronts
many school boards in Califorma and in other parts of the
t nation. With it comes divisive
4
' decisions on which schools to
close.
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TD SAY
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"They are interested, but we
have nothing nailed down yet,"
Turner said.
He said the Belmont district,
serving a community of about
25,000, is two years away from
a school closing decision. Two
of the district's seven schools
now have two empty classrooms each. He said enrollment
declined by 100 from last year
and would drop by another 150
next year.
Turner said reports of his
plan generated inquiries about
leasing school rooms from docpublic
tors, dentists and
agencies which want neighboroffices.
hood
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MILE-8001ED -RD
t-ELP ME BR K15
IT BACK

him after the call. He also fired
through his window at a police
car in the alley, but no one was
hit, police said.
The officers called for assistance and a special assault
team and other heavily armed
police arrived.
They laid down a fog of tear
gas in the hotel and tried to
talk Loges out of the room, said
Sgt. Larry Farrar of the assault team.
"He yelled something at us,
but we couldn't understand
what he said," Farrar said. "It
sounded like he was screamAfter failing to kick in the
door, officers chopped a hole in
It with fire axes. Loges fired at
them again and officers stuck a
pistol and a shotgun through
the hole and opened fire. Loges
was fatally wounded in the
chest, police said.
Kovacevic said he didn't
know what Loges did or where
he came from except that he
often paid for groceries with
950 or 9100 bills that -looked
like he had kept them in his
shoe."

Employers To Get Break
On Quarterly Payments

FRANKFORT, Ky- charged to that firm's account,
Kentucky employers will get a and
break when they pay their
-The overall financial status
quarterly contribution to the or solvency condition of the
state's Unemployment In- state's insurance fund.
surance Fund.
The solvency condition of
Gov. Julian Carroll has an- Kentucky's Trust Fund is exnounced today that the rate cellent and this determines
schedule for payment of the which of the five schedules,
employer's contribution for established by law, will be in
unemployment insurance effect.
coverage for his employees has
The lowest rate will now be 0.1
been adjusted downward. This per cent for employers with
will be reflected in payments high reserves in the Trust Fund
due at the end of the present and low unemployment. Emquarter, March 31.
ployers with high unem- Sec. C. Leslie Dawson, ployment and a negative
Department
for
Human balance in their account will be
Resources, has signed the_l_paying up to 3.2 per cent.
administrative order.
In other words, the lowest
Legislation governing the rates apply to the firms with
Kentucky unemployment in- favorable employment records
surance program was written and large reserve balances,
so that the burden on the em- while the highest rates apply to
player would be eased during the firms with unfavorable
periods of economic recession, employment experience and a
It established contribution rate negative reserve balance.
schedules and provisions for
"My thought is that instead changing the rate on a yearly
WATER RAINS
of having to decide what basis if economic factors
ON TAXPAYERS
PORT ELIZABETH, S. Afschools to close, why not, for warrant.
The unemployment insurance rica (AP) - Local taxpayers
instance, rent an empty classprogram
have
is
to pay more for water
based on a financing
room to a beauty parlor where
mothers could have their hair system which reflects both come rain or shine.
"If it rains a lot and we cjo
experience or merit rating of.
done," Turner said.
not need as much water for our
He ezPlained_his idea to his the employer (his employment gardens, the city council inschool board, and the response record and tax contributions creases
the water rate because
was,"Bravo. Let's see what we compared to his unemployment taxpayers are not using enough
and benefit claims), and the water to finance
can do."
the council's
collective sharing of benefit water account," says Neville
But state law bars com- costs.
Cohen, chairman of the local
mercial use of school property
The
contribution
rate taxpayers association. "If it is
and also restricts its use by assigned to a covered employer dry, the council increases the
other public agencies.
water tariff to prevent taxduring any year depends upon
Turner has submitted propos- two factors:
payers using too much water.
als to educational foundations
How
can the taxpayer win?"
- The relationship between
for a study to determine what the firm's tax payments to
the
legislative action would be nec- state's Trust Fund and
The Security Council of the
the cost
essary in developing a plan
United Nations consists of 15
of benefits paid to workers
that could be tried in Belmont
members,
five with permanent
whose
unemployment
is seats.
and perhaps become a model
for other school systems.

Rental Of Classrooms Being
Investigated In California
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SEATTLE (AP) - Albert
Loges carried his rifle with him
everywhere, even to the grocery store.
But when police came to
question him about it Friday,
the 58-year-old transient holed
up in his $50-a-month hotel
room. He was shot to death an
hour later after firing on the officers, police said.
Grocer John Kovacevic telephoned police and said he
asked for a plainclothes officer
to investigate Loges, who had
been trading at his store for
three or four months and always carried the M1 carbine.
Kovacevic said he finally told
Loges on Friday to take the
weapon home, "leave it home,
come back and do your shopping later." Loges began to
shake violently, paid for his
groceries and left.
Loges also
had
talked
recently about killing the police, said Kovacevic, owner of
the J&K Grocery a half-block
from the hotel.
Police said Loges fired
through the door at two policemen who had come to question

WHERE IS
IN THE mor
ANYONE
PITIFUL PLACI
wmov WORK IN THE USA
FOR <alrl-I A
PO6PA1r-H"
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COSTLY CONSTRUCTION
DETROIT (AP)- It takes a
lot of money to change the face
of a city.
The $200-million, long-term
mortgage loaned by four insurance companies to help build
the first phase of Detroit's tte
naissance Center is the largest
amount ever floated for a
single urban redevelopment
project.
Another 6200 million has been
raised from a couple of dorer
banks in various parts of the
country for short-term construction needs, while some 50
"blue chip" companies, which
form the Renaissance center
Partnership building the rIverfront project, put up the 640million down payment.
By the time the center is
completed in 1963, another longterm mortgage that may ex- ceed the present 8200 million
will be required for the privately financed development, according to Its sponsors.

The manager of the Strand
Hotel, an aging three-story
building in a rundown neighborhood near Seattle's waterfront,
said Loges had . Lived
about a year.
"We don't know anything
about him," the manager said.
"He never said anything. We
run a transient business here
and we don't get involved with
the personal lives of our customers."
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B.R. "Frenchy" LaBlanc, a
neighbor of Loges on the second floor of the hotel, said
Loges seldom drank but always
carried a gun.
"He carried this gun everywhere, but he was quiet and
never bothered anybody," •LaBlanc said.
But another neighbor said,
"I've been telling everybody
this guy's nuts and he's got a
carbine, but nobody cared."
Kovacevic cared but says
now he regrets telephoning police.
"I wish I hadn't reported it,"
he said. "I feel bad ... I feel
like I did it."
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Hospital Report
February 11, 1975
Adults 123
Nursery 12
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Trees (mother
Donna K.), 109 1st St., Benton,
Baby Boy Burleson (mother
Rebecca S.), P. O. Box 87,
Farmington, Baby Girl Higgins
(mother Dona C.), D.2, Coach
Est., Murray, Baby Girl Irwin
(mother Bonnie E.), Rt. 5,
Benton.
rt

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Eunice E. Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Alma V. Lee, Box
45, Dexter, Mrs. Rose M.
Herndon, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
Sue A. McKendree, Rt. 8,
Benton, Mrs, Zancira D.
Barrow, 206 S. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Bonicha A. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Rachel A. Cardwell
and Baby Boy, Rt, 1, Gilbertsville, Russell Holley, Rt 4,
Murray, Mrs. Marsha R. McClure and Baby Boy, P. O. Box
445, Murray, Mrs. Sharon A.
Rowlett and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Hubert
Barnes, Rt. 5, Box 169, Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Ball, Hamlin,
Miss Mary A. Tibbs, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Miss June T.
Nicholson, 1608 College, Farm
Rd., Murray, Exte B. Adams,
Rt. 5, Box 266, Benton, Mrs. Ona
Dogwood,
Whitnell, 1219
Murray, Mrs. Beatrice H.
Lassiter, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Mamie J. Jones, 1201 Vine St.,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie C.
Parrish, New Concord, Odie B.
Morris, 740 Nash Dr., Murray,
Mrs. MoselLa H. Flora, 830 S.
4th., Murray, George L. Green,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Marie G.
Oglesby, 1604 Calloway Ave.,
Murray, Robert H. Adams, 312
S. 10th., Murray, Herbert
Miller, Rt. 1, Box 113, Dexter,
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The Man Who Doesn't
Advertise Is Like
- The Man Who
Winks In The
Dark!
He Knows
.4010

What He Is Doing
But Nobody Else Does!
The Murray Ledger & Times
A
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THE MAYOR and Common
Council of the City of Murray
will accept bids to purchase a
wheel-type-loader-backhoe
tractor.
Complete
specifications
with
approximate delivery date and
bid should be submitted to
Murray Water & Sewer
System, 401 Olive Streeill,
Murray, Kentucky. by 4:00 p.
m., February 29, 1975.
Specifications are available at
the above address. A 1976 Case
680 is to be traded in on this
unit. The City Council reserves
the right to accept the lowest
or best bid or to reject •,),y or
all bids.
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WATKINS PRODUCTS
753-9992 after 5 p.m.

Yellow Sale
012
/0
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7 cm.to 9 a.m.

Starks Hardware
Kountry Kitchen
12th S Poplar

Annual
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10% discount
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THE FAMILY OF Doris Marie
Schroeder would like to express their heartfelt thanks
and deep appreciation to all of
their family, friends and
neighbors for their kindness,
love and welcome assistance
during
their
recent
bereavement.
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6. Help Wanted
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 7535550.

FOR MARY KAY Cosmetics,
753call Sonya Futrell.
4505.

J. Martin of Poplar Bluff, Mo.
wishes to extend his personal
THANKS to LaDonna Tate of
Ramsey, M. for a cast party
thrown in his honor.

BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem
Golan C. Hays, 753-1976.

I

The sooner you can,
the sooner
you save. cqq.Pzitfal
Ph..,393-04S9

itt***************************r

Here's the

fact

From Wishing
Well Gift Shop onds 2 le 25

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt Dr
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

19. Farm Equipment

30-30 MARLIN with scope, Call
435-4594

The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916
•
Call us today and let us show you.
mc***************************

Now Is Spring
Cleaning Time
We can professionally steam clean your carpet.
For Information or Free Estimates

Call 753-0359- 24 hours a day
a

FIREWOOD, $10 per rick.
delivered. 753-0271.

COUCH AND chair, needs
upholstering. $75. Call 7538921.

20. Sports Equipment

•

34. Houses For Rent

GRAIN FED beef. 70 cents lb.
dressed weight. Raymond
Palmer. Phone 489-2281.

MATCHING FLORAL chair
and love seat, good condition.
Same as new. Call 753-2818.
GARDEN TILLER SALENow til March 1st. PI H. P.
tillers-$184.95. 5 H. P. tillersDOUBLE DRESSER, excellent
$199.95. Both 34,2 and 5 H. P.
condition. Call 753-4609.
have reverse, one year
warrenty. 3 and 4 H. P. Briggs
& Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
SPANISH OAK cocktail and cent. off. See Frank at East
end table, like new, one twin
Side Small Engine, Highway
maple bed. One matching and 94 East. 753-9437.
table lamp, 12 guage
Remington 11.00 automatic, 38
revolver. Call 753-9398.
26. TV-Radio

Ir. Vacuum Cleaners

EVINRUDE 9;-: H. P. motor,
Paris boat trailer. Both
practically new. Call 753-1556.

AUTOMATIC WOOD circulator
heater. Brick lined, cast fire
box, ash pit door. $199.95 while
they last. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.

Free
Termite
• Inspection
'Avoid Costly
Home Sepoirs

Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
"EM...

TWO BEDROOM brick house,
close to MSU, electric heat,
and air.
Washer-dryer,
refrigerator, and range furnished if needed. Very nice.
753-4478 or 753-6199.

MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential .area. South 16th
Street. Phrie 753-3855.

12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 GfOgan Mobile Holies
Highway 9.41,

LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 x 198 lot, on concrete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch.
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good.
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only 510200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.

THREE BEDROOM double
wide mobile home in countr)
Phone 753-0965.

32. Apartments For Rent
NEW UNFURNISHED two
bedroom apartment, all
carpet, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer-dryer, hook-up
Patio. 4150 monthly. 753-7550
LARGE APARTMENT, newb
carpeted and furnished Call
753-7915.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
couples only. No children, no
peta. Call 753-5043.

D11PLEX, LOCATED
on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stave: dishwasher, patio, washer and
dryer hook-up 753-1262 or 7537154

FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.

THREE BEDROOM brick
home at 1509 Clayshire Drive,
carpeted. $20,300. 753-0119.

TO RIGHT COUPLE. No pets
two bedroom modern home,
BY
CONTRACTOR-three
newly redecorated, electric
homes. Two in city and one
heat, city water, four miles
lake waterfront. 753-3672.
east on 94. Call 753-9409.

36. For Rent Or Lease
LEASE-307 North 4th Street,
1200 sq. ft. building. Heat, air,
carpet. Call 753-5881.

37. Livestock

Supplies

WEANED PIGS. Call 435-4488.

38. Pets Supplies

BEAUTIFUL ARC registered
Irish Setters puppies. Great
Valentine gift for children. $65.
435-4589 after 5 p. m.
Call
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home.
reduced to sale. Call 437-4552

rot

44. lots For Sale

46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM frame house,
1405 Vine Street, 753-5898.

27. Mobile Home Sales

29. Mobile Home Rentals
23. Exterminating

...e

9. Used Cars & Trucks

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
1974 QUACHITA BASS boat,
three rooms, bath, large WANT TO BUY-Farm in
1971 60 H. P. Johnson, fully
Calloway County. Cattle or
screened porch, new carpet,
equipped. Must see. Also 1973
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
newly decorated, central heat,
13' 1" Invader ski boat with 60
all utilities paid, plenty
Williams Real Estate.
H. P. Johnson, rated for 80 H.
parking and storage. 753-5949.
P. and five people. Must sell
both. 753-6809.
LARGE EFFICIENCY apart- DUPLEX - CARPETED,
ment-large closets and
central heat and air, utility
storage, electric heat and airroom. Two bedrooms in each
22. Musical
conditioning, private enapartment. In Westwood
trance. Ideal for married
Subdivision. Call 753-5449.
couple or two girls. 1606 West
AMPG AMP with guitar, $265. Main.
Call 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
to talk to.you regarding your
all electric, unfurnished one
Real Estate needs. Our time is
PIANO TUNING, repair and
and two bedroom apartments.
your time:Give us a call or
rebuilding, prompt service.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
drop by the office at 901
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
North. 753-8668,
Sycamore Street:753-7724.
Dyer 753-8911.

24. Miscellaneous

16. Home Furnishings

'TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

Using classified advertising for
buying and selling gets results within
minutes after publication. If you
don't believe us. Ask someone who
has token advantage of the
Classified Advertising.

43. Real Estate

Watson Airts, 405 Moodie.

CASE MANURE spreader and
front end loader for Massey
Ferguson or Ford. Call 7533820 after 5 p. in

•
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32. Apartments For Rent

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.

LOST: STANDARD Large
Black Poodle. Call 753-4147 or
753-4551.

12. Insurance

Gift Items

40" G. E. stove, white, three
years old. Dresser, and rug,
(15 x 15) Call 753-9661.

5 Lost And Found

the galler
813 Coiciworer
753-8301

SMALL MALE Beagle puppy
Tyner Noel, 489-2510.

15. Articles For Sale

3. Card Of Thanks

says
ing P0.ed it,"
I feel

20. Sports Equipment

COINS-GOLD, silver, copper.
Top prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for $25. 7539232.

I WILL no longer be responsible
for any debts other than my
own, as of February 12, 1975.
Jack Beard.

., /.
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14. Want To Buy

HAPPY VALENTINE DAY
Deneshia, Trina, Billy, Herbie, Jamie, I Love You,
Granny igo

04141~~el•
.4...III.***I*Ix*•
I*I•••

SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will
deal on new three bedroom,
two baths, den, in Sherwood
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
443-2189 after 5 p. in,

For Salo
By Owner
3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air conditioned, electric heat, laundry, carport.
Call 753-0566 or 4911-2111 after II:00 p.a. - ask for Jerry.

GERMAN SHEPHERD, eight.' SELL OR TRADE-three
bedroom, .all modern, brick
months. Will make good pet.
home in Hopkinsville for two
753-9661 after 6:30.
bedroom modern in Murray.
Call 886-7551, Hopkinsville.
ONLY A few Parakeet Birds
left. Selling for $1.50 and $2.00
each. 1105 Vine Street. 753NICE TWO bedroom house at
5016.
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple. 753PARADISE' KENNELS. 9761.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
available. Call 753-4106.
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
newly redecorated. Located at
43 Real Estate
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for apROBERTS REALTY located on pointment.
753-1262 or 753-7154.
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed arid bonded sales
personnel to 'serve you plus
For Sale By Owner
twenty years esclusive real
3 Acres 6 miles out 94 west.
estate experience. Call 753Like new, completely car1651 or come by our office. We
peted, 3 bedroom, brick
bite to talk REAL ESTATE.
home with den, built-in kitchen, dishwasher and
eating area, large utility
409 WALDROP STREET-neat
room, dining room and
two bedroom brick veneer
very large living room with
house, carport, patio, electric
fireplace, central heat and
heat, shag carpet, clean as a
air. Must see to appreciate.
pin, on well landscaped lot,
Call 435-4478 or 753-2504 for
near Murray State University,
appointment.
only 222,000. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 North 12th
Street, 753-8080.
47. Motorcycle

s

WOULD YOU buy a place that
is renting for 2165 per month
and on business lot? If interested, call 753-6044.

BRIDGE STONE SST 60 Mini
Bike, $100. 753-3724 after 5 p.
m.

TWO
BEDROOM
frame SELL OR TRADE for larger
motorcycle. 1973 CB 350 four
residence in good conditioncylinder Honda. 753-3672.
located at 907 Olive. Ideal for
small family. Why pay rent
when you can buy this bargain
49. Used Cars 8, Trucks
for $10,000?
Trailer court on Highway 841
near Hazel. Room for six
1973 FORD EXPLORER
trailers. Live on one site and
pickup, power steering and
let the others retire your inbrakes, 2,000 miles, excellent
vestment.
condition. Price $2500. Call
Choice five to fifteen acre
753-8090 after 4 p. in.
tracts, some wooded. Located
Southwest near city limits.
Two beautiful wooded lots
1967 PICKUP for sale or trade
joining new city park. Each lot
Call 767-2524.
has more than ti acre. Look
and give me a bid.
I am an experienced Real WILL TRADE for C.amero or
Estate Appraiser Please call
Chevelle, a 1958 Chevy pickup
with 327.fpig sPeed-headPTC R
me if You NNW an appr41404 of
Your property.
10" wheels, bucket seats,
Claude L Miller, Realtor and
tape player. 753-5612, ask for
Appraiser. 753-5064 or 753-3059
Bob.

l
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51. Services Offered

1974 PINTO, three door
Runabout,four speed. 25 miles
per gallon. Call 753-5984.

1972 PINTO WAGON, real good
condition. Automatic, new
Urea, low mileage. Bob Dyer,
753-8911,
1965 FORD GALAXIE, good
engine, $365. Call 753-0706.
1966 MUSTANG 289, four speed,
new tires, good shape. Call 7530165.
1968 V. W. Engine just rebuilt.
Guaranteed six months or 6000
miles. Clean car. 753-0165.

I
1

ANTIQUING FURNITURE.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915.
WILL TUTOR in or out of my
home. For details, call 7534796.

WILL DO SEWING or repair or
alterations in my home. Call
753-0230.

JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.

WINDOW CLEANING and
1962
carpet cleaning service. 12
LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL, all power, airyears experience. Free
conditioned, 11600. 753-5352.6 a. estimates. Call 753-3351.
m.-6 p. m. or after 7 p. m. call
436-5684.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed
1962 CHEVY PICKUP with -Call 492-8869.
camper, $385. See Will D.
Thornton at Thornton Tile and
OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Marble. 612 South 9th St.
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,
furniture. February special power steering, brakes and air
tables stripped only), square
conditioning, 39000 miles,
or round table, varnish finish,
$2500.00. Call 436-2584.
$15.00. Paint finish,$20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.

50. Campers

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach- JOHN HU'TCHENS' Plumbing
and EleetriC" Repair Service.
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
antque, Good used trailers, '7 No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.
CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im51 Services Offered
provements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
LICENSED ELECTRICIANPrompt, efficient service. Nc
job too small. Call Ernest
white. 753-0605.

ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, rotetillers and small engines. 4365525.

Furche
s Jewelry
113 S. 4th Street
Murray
For dependable watch
and jewelry repair.
Factory Approved
Accotron Service

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop I old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish carpentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.

PAINTER
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,, EXPERIENCED
will do interior or exterior
landscaping, gravel hauling.
work
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436by the hour or job. 4352540.
4480.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. iii.
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556.

EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN needs work. 'All
types 'iring, also maintenance and repair. All work
L;uaranteed. Call night or day
.14_911.1

Bid Invitation
Sealed bids will be received at the Murray
Board of Education Office Building on
February 27, 1975 at 12:00 noon for furnishing
all labor and materials for replacing eleven
(11) entrance doors and frames at Murray
Middle School. Bid forms and other information may be received from Clemmons &
Gingles Architects, Nashville, Tennessee or
from the office of the Murray Board of
Education. The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.

Leroy Todd
would like to invite all of his new and old
friends to his new place of business:

The
Speedway
Oil Co.
(Formerly Mo Go)

Hwy.641 N.
Reg. 48.9

Prem.51.9

fr.- Diesel 49.9

eve•LeMousnitedmr.Nroatelellfil
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Florra Stark
Dies At Hospital;
R ites_Atc Today

Mrs. Ophia Mason
Dies Saturday At
Local Hospital
Services for Mrs. Ophla
Mason,65, who died at five a. m.
Saturday in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, were
conducted at two p. m. Sunday
at the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder officiated
and burial was in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery near Gobo in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Mason, who resided on
Farmington Route One, is
survived by her husband, Rexie
Mason; a daughter, Mrs.
Glenda Garland, Sedalia; a son,
Jerry Mason, Farmington
Route One; a brother, Verne
Green, Hosanna Springs, Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Nonnia
Miller, Whitesboro, Tex., Mrs.
Henrietta Overby, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Shirley Newsome,
Mayfield Route Five, and five
grandchildren.

,

Louie Loftin Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Here Today

Louie Loftin of Murray Route
Two died Saturday at two p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 82 years of
age.
The Calloway man was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Mayfield. Born September 9, 1892, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the
late Hiram Lafate Loftin and
Julinie Frances Mills Loftin. He
was a retired automobile
mechanic.
one
Survivors
include
daughter, Nettie Lee Loftin of
Columbia, S. C.; three sons,
Roy B. Loftin of Columbia, S.
C., James Loftin of Hardin, and
Charles Loftin of Benton; four
sisters, Mrs. Nina Scoggins of
Springfield, Mo., Mrs. Ruby
Satory of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Ruth Smith of Murray Route
Two, and Mrs. Mae Tabers of
Boaz; two brothers, Lora Loftin
of Milburn and Otis Loftin of
The funeral is being held
Murray; several grandchildren
today at two p.m. at the chapel
and great grandchildren.
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Funeral services were held
Home with Rev. Hoyt W. Owen
Mrs. Catie Rushing Garner of this morning at eleven o'clock
and Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr.,
officiating and Gus Robertson, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday at at the chapel of the Max
4:30 p.m. She was 41 years of Churchill Funeral Home with
Jr., as soloist.
age and a former resident of Rev. John Bradley officiating
Members of the Audie James Almo Heights.
and Mrs. Oneida White playing
Sunday School Class of the
Mrs. Garner was pronounced the organ. Burial was in the
South Pleasant Grove Church dead on arrival at the Henry. Highland Park Cemetery,
are serving as an honorary County General Hospital, Paris, Mayfield.
group. Pallbearers are Jack Tenn., according to F. B. Sledd,
Shell, Keith Stark, Larry Henry County Coroner. Her
Paschall, Otho Clark, Charles death was due to a single shot
B. Stark, and Dorris Clark.
from a 32 revolver to the chest,
Burial will be in the South according to Coroner Sledd.
Mrs. William C. (Mary
Reports are that the incident
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
revolved around an argument to Naomi) Rowland of Big Sandy,
keys to the family car. Henry Term., died Saturday at the
County Sheriff Leon Williams Henry County General Hospital,
said six to eight persons were Paris, Tenn. She was 65 years of
reported to be playing cards at age.
Survivors are her husband.
the home of Billy Ray Parker,
Whitlock, Term., when Garner William C. Rowland; three
said be wanted to go home. Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Laura Susewitt
Everett B. Creasey of Garner said she was not ready of Utica, Mich., Mrs. Jackie
Princeton Route Five, father of to go and the argument over the Harris of Union City, Tenn., and
Mrs. Dolores Hall of Murray, keys followed, the sheriff said. Mrs. Donna Barlow of Ferndied Friday at 11:30 p.m. He
Sheriff Williams said wit- dale, Mich.; three stepsons, Bob
was pronounced dead on arrival nesses told him Mrs. Garner Rowland of Columbia, S. C.,
at the Caldwell County Hospital. finally gave her husband the Jerry Rowland and William
Rowland of Rochester, Mich.;
The deceased was 77 years of keys but said she would not go three sisters, Mrs. Laverne
then went
Garner
with
him.
in
the
was
a
farmer
age and
few minutes Smith of Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Beech Grove community in outside, returned a
the Glema Snow of Big Sandy,
Caldwell County. He was a later, and shot his wife,
Term., and Mrs. Pauline Lee of
member and deacon of the sheriff said.
Henry County authorities said Paris. Tenn.; two borthers, V.
Beech Grove General Baptist
G. Stockdale of Big Sandy,
Church, and a member of the Garner was brought to the Term., and John F. Stockdale of
Clinton Lodge No. 82 Free and Henry County jail thirty Hazel Park, Mich.
Accepted Masons. Born April 2, minutes later by a friend. He is
Funeral services are being
1897. in Caldwell County, he was being held at the Henry County held today at two p. m. at the
the son of the late Alfred Henry'_Jail on a charge of first degree Big Sandy United Methodist
Creasey and Alcestie Lowry murder and a hearing is Church with burial to follow in
scheduled for Tuesday morning
Creasey.
in General Sessions Court, the Maplewood Cemetery,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Paris, Term., authorities said. Paris, Tenn.
Eva Blackburn Creasey, and
Survivors are her husband,
one son, Marvin E. Creasey, of Truman Garner of Paris,
Princeton. Route Five; one Tenn.; stepfather and mother,
daughter. Mrs. Dolores Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Thweatt
Mrs. Veda Washam, 85, died
and three grandsons, Bryan, of Almo Route One; one
Brett, and Alan Warner, all of daughter, Mrs. Rhonda Kline of at 11:50 a. m. Thursday at
Murray; one brother, Jewell Paris, Tenn.; three sons, Gary, Parkview Convalescent Center
Creasey of Princeton.
Roger, and Johnny Jones, all of in Paducah.
The widow of Jim Washam,
Funeral services are being Almo Route One; one brother,
she was a former resident of the
held today at two p.m. at the Franklin Rushing of Murray Brewers Community, and
chapel of the Morgan Funeral Route Two; one half brother,
resided in Mayfield until
Home, Princeton, with Rev_ J. Joe Pat Thweatt of Almo Route several months ago when she
One.
W. Creasey officiating.
Funeral services will be held moved to Paducah to reside.
Active pallbearers are Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Mrs. Washam was a member
Newman, Douglas, Delano, and chapel of the J. H. Churchill of the Brewers United
James Creasey. James Stevens, Funeral Home with Rev. Methodist Church.
and Gordon Trader. Honorary Heyward Roberts officiating.
She is survived by a
pallbearers were Dr. C. F. Burial will be in the Stewart daughter, Mrs. Lauretta
Englehardt, Clifton Pruitt, Cemetery.
Walker, of Paducah, and a
Herschel Holeman, Bernard
Friends rosy call at the granddaughter, Miss LaChelle
Hobby, Joel Boitziott, W. G. funeral home.
Walker, also of Paducah.
Smith, Billy Joe Boitnott, Billy
Services were conducted at
Joe Cullen, and Carman Bogle.
two p. m. Saturday at Collier
Burial will be in the Beech
Funeral Home in Benton. Rev.
Grove Cemetery in Caldwell
Ralph Gunter officiated and
County.
burial was in the Brewers
Cemetery,

Mrs. Florra Stark of 1103
Circarama Drive, Murray, died
Saturday at 10:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 86 years of
age and the wife of A. D. Stark
who died February 8, 1963.
The deceased was a member
of the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. Born
November 1, 1888, in Calloway
County,she was the daughter of
the late Macon I. Make) Clark
and Tincy Cooper Clark.
Mrs. Stark is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Harvey I. Nelle
Ellis, 1110 Fairlane Drive,
Murray; one son, Tommy Stark
of Murray Route Four; one
sister, Mrs. Ruby Wrather of
1403 Poplar Street, Murray; two
grandchildren, Mrs. Jack
Vickie) Shell of Murray and
Keith Stark of Paducah; one
great grandson, Brian Shell of
Murray.

Catie R. Garner
Dies Sunday With
Funeral Tuesday

Mrs. Rowland Dies
At Paris Hospital

Mrs. Hall's Father
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today

Services Are Held
For Mrs. Washam

Mrs. Rowland Dies
This Morning At
Local Hospital

Mrs. Charlie (Cora Clark
Rowland of 208 Elm Street,
Murray, died this morning at
10:10 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 75
The funeral for Mrs. Pearl years of age and a member. of
Taylor, sister of Mrs. Ruby the Grace Baptist Church.
The Murray woman is surRhodes of Murray, was held
Sunday at two pm. at the vived by her husband, Charlie
chapel of the Roberts Funeral Rowland; five daughters, Mrs.
Home, Mayfield, with Rev. Noble (Louise) Bray of 306
John Huffman officiating. South Third Street, Murray,
Burial was in the Cuba Church Mrs. Thomas (Nadine) Hendon
of Murray Route Five, Mrs.
of Christ Cemetery.
Brant (Jessie) Hill of Fort
Mrs. Taylor, age 86, widow of
Wayne, Ind., Mrs. Clyde
James A. Taylor, died ThurWanda) Willoughby of Murray
sday at 10:50 p.m. at the ParkRoute Three, and Mrs. Lonnie
view Convalescent Center,
(Carolyn Garland of Union
Paducah. She was a retired
City, Tenn.; three sons, Robert
employe of Merit Clothing
Rowland of Evansville, Ind.,
Company and a member of the
Joe Pat Rowland of Panama
Mayfield First Baptist Church.
City, Fla., and Hubert Rowland.
sons,
Survivors are two
of Louisville; one brother,
James H. Taylor of Davison, Wildie Clark of Clearwater,
of
Taylor
Mich., and J. Otto
Fla.; thirty-one grandchildren;
Detroit. Mich.; three sisters, twenty-four great grandMurray,
Mrs. Ruby Rhodes of
children.
.Mrs. Ora Rhodes of South
F'uneral arrangements are
Gladys
Fulton, Ten, and Mrs.
Incomplete but friends may call
Smith of Dalhart, Texas; five at the Max Churchill Funeral
grandchildren; several great Home after ten a.m. on
grandchildren
Tuesday -

Manslaughter Conviction Raises
Fears Within Medical Profession

Miss Rhonda Garland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Garland, Murray, has been
selected as a cast member of
the third dramatic production
for the 74-75 school year at
Freed-Hardernan College. The
play is an improvisation of
Miss Eudora Welty's "The
Ponder Heart." Under the
direction of Dr. Henry McDaniel, Rhonda will portray
the part of the "forewoman."
Performances are scheduled
for Feb. 24-28, Miss Garland, a
freshman, is majoring in
liberal Arts. She is a graduate
of Murray High School

Scouts Launch

Spirit Of '76
Theme In Fall
For the Nation's bicentennial,
the Boy Scouts of America will
launch a two-year program next
fall with the national bicentennial theme, Spirit of '76.
Announcement
of
the
bicentennial plans was made
this month in connection with
the 65th anniversary of the
national youth movement by
Ralph
Waldrop, Council
President of the Four Rivers
Council which serves the local
area.
The Bey Scouts of America
began its bicentennial observance in September 1973
with a year-round program
based on Get Involved for Them
(GIFT) and followed that with
the current Be Prepared for
Life: Be Safe, Be Fit program
which ends next August.
Waldrop explained, "The
1975-77 program will include
Heritage '76—a look at our
history in science, culture, and
politics to see where we, as a
nation came from; Festival
USA—to provide an opportunity
for
'international
understanding, exchange, and
travel to celebrate our country's birthday; and Horizons
'76—a look to the future with a
program of involvement of our
youth to help set the stage for
the third century of the U. S. A."
The Scouting program calls
for each Cub Scout pack, Scout
troop, and Explorer post to
select a bicentennial project or
activity. Participants will be
recognized with cloth patches or
medals for all three areas of the
program.
There are over 100 Scouting
units in this area with about
2,200 members.
The Scouting council is also
cooperating with local community activities in celebrating
the bicentennial.
CIVIC CLUB
A meeting of the Douglass
Civic Improvement Club will be
held tonight( Monday1 at 7;30 at
the Douglass Community
Center. All members are asked
to be present, a club spokesman
said

BOSTON (AP) — The manslaughter conviction of Dr.
Kenneth C. Edelin for the death
of an aborted fetus has raised
fears among some physicians
of new restrictions on abortions.
"The verdict will send shock
waves into the medical community,- said William J. Curran,
professor of legal medicine at
Harvard.
-Within the next week it's
just going to have shocking impact on physicians and others
that are doing any procedures
of this kind. It will have an effect all over the country," Curran said.
Edelin, 36, was convicted
over the weekend for the death
of a fetus during a legal abortion performed in October 1973

at Boston City Hospital.
In Boston, Edelin's conviction
clears the way for prosecution
of four physicians under an
1814 grave-robbing statute for
experiments on aborted fetuses.
Asst. Dist, Atty. Newman A.
Flanagan said after the verdict
that he would turn to the fetal
experimentation case, in which
indictments were returned last
April.
Some doctors fear this case
could interfere with research in
fetal development and birth defects.
Edelin's trial, which involved
complicated medical testimony
about when life actually begins,
aroused interest because of its
implications in the battle over
legalization of abortion.
On Sunday, a conference of

conservatives in Washington
passed a resolution urging a
constitutional amendment to
protect the life of unborn children from the moment of conception. And John Cardinal
Krol, Roman Catholic archbishop of Philadelphia, said of
the case:
"Some have expressed concern that the decision may inhibit abortion. We pray to God
that it will."
Edelin's attorney has said the
case will be appealed, to the
Supreme Court if necessary.
Ecielin appeared on the Black
News television program in
Boston and said the fact that he
is black was a factor in the
trial.
He noted one alternate juror
had been quoted as saying the
jurors made racial slurs in the
jury room.
In a separate interview in the
Boston Globe, Edelin called the
trial "a witch hunt."
"A lot came together for
them in my case. They got a
black physician, they got a
becoming less dependent on woman more than 20 weeks
public subsidies," said the pregnant, and they got a fetus
spokesman. He explained that
during the 12 years prior to
postal reorganization in July
1971, suFigirlies averaged 17.7
(Continued from Page 1)
per cent of income. In comparison, over the past three sored package of tax cuts and
years, subsidies averaged 15.4 rebates. The tax bill may reach
the House floor next week.
per cent of income, he said.
The House on Wednesday
The last first-class postage
rate increase, from 8 cents to takes up a Senate-passed bill
10 cents, took effect last March. authorizing $197 million in operIf the rate for first class mail ating money and $150 million in
goes to 12 cents, it will have loans to Penn Central and other
financially-troubled eastern and
doubled since 1968.
Postal rates are set by a five- Midwestern railroads.
The House takes up a bill
member Postal Rate Commission, which passes on rates pro- Thursday to appropriate only
posed by the postal service. $100 million of the $197 million
The postal service can increase authorized.
The $150 million in loans for
rates on a temporary basis
while the commission weighs the railroads would not require
requests for permanently high- a separate appropriation.
The select House committee
er rates.
Bailer predicted difficult ne- to investigate the CIA, FBI and
gotiations with postal workers, a dozen other U.S.. intelligence
whose contract runs out in agencies is likely to be created
July, but he said he hopes a Wednesday. It would be similar
to the Senate's.
strike can be avoided.
Asked if he would recommend calling out the National
• •
Guard in the event of a strike,
Bailer replied: "I would recom(Continued from Page I)
mend whatever was approPoor visibility hampered the
priate to help keep the commerce in the country on an spraying operation and continued poor flying weather cast
even keel."
He also said that air mail doubt on plans to spray the
postage probably will be elimi- roost again.
The former World War II pinated in the near future within
the United States because al- lot who flew the spraying mismost all first-class mail moves sion said he lost sight of the
ground several times because
by air anyway.
of fog.
"Got no time to check inLAKE DATA
struments," said Covel W.
Kentucky Lake, 7a. m. 355.1,
Myers, 57. "You have to fly
down 0.5. Below dam 326.2,
mainly by feel. But it certainly
down 0.2.
isn't the first time I have flown
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.1,
by the seat of my pants," he
down 0.6. Below dam 333.9, up
said.
0.3.
City Manager William J.
Sunset 5:33. Sunrise 6:48.
Howerton said the city might
Moon sets 8:18 p. m., rises
spray again when the weather
Thursday 8:39 a. m.
is more favorable.

Postage Rates To
Rise, Official Says
WASHINGTON (AP) — Postal rates will go up by the end
of the year and it will cost 12
or 13 cents to mail a first-class
letter that now carries a 10-cent
stamp, says Postmaster Gen,
Benjamin F. Bailer.
We are experiencing some
very substantial cost increases.
We are presently operating at a
deficit," Bailer said Sunday on
ABC's "Issues and Answers."We are continuing to have
experience with the same inflation that is plaguing the rest
of the country and we have labor negotiations coming up this
summer," he said.
Another postal service
spokesman later said the deficit
is "in excess of $800 million
this year." He said that the total government subsidy for the
postal service for fiscal 1974
was $1.7 billion.
"Relatively speaking, we are

SCS—Makes
Slide Show
Available
LEXINGTON, KY.—The Soil
Conservation Service has
developed a slide show as a
special Bicentennial project
that is being made available
free of charge to local groups
for programs and meetings.
The show, entitled "Daniel's
Gift," was premiered on Sept.
23, 1974 to Soil Conservation
Service leaders from all 50
states during a meeting in
Lexington. Blending history,
geography and the principles of
conservation, the program
chronicles the use—and occasional misuse—of Kentucky's
natural resources since pioneer
times.
The show is narrated by state
conservationist Glen Murray
and features two synchronized
projectors. According to
Murray, the program shows
"some of our past mistakes,
some of our successes and...
why the presently accepted
concept of natural resource
conservation will serve to answer some of the difficult
problems in the future."
For more information on
"Daniel's Gift," contact your
county conservationist or Glen
Murray, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service, 333 Waller Ave.,
Lexington, Ky. 40504 phone
1.606) 252-2312 ext. 2749.

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Taylor

House. ..

Birds.

Boy Scout Troop
Has Campout At
Reservation
Boy Scout Troop 77 held its
monthly campout this past
weekend at the Four Rivers
Reservation on Kentucky Lake.
In addition to the usual fun the
campout ,was aimed at advancement in the Pioneering
Merit Badge. The scouts
developed skills in rope handling, knots and lashing. The
pioneering project employing
all the newly learned skills was
a single lock bridge spinning
twenty feet across a creek. The
bridge was constructed solely of
ropes and wood timbers.
Additional advancement was
made in cooking and community service.
Scouts attending the campout
were Claude Johnson, Craig
Johnson, Charlie Hanel], Steve
Scherer, John Scherer, Kenf
Harmon, Joe Kim Harmon,
Dwain Hampton, Doug Crafton,
Jon Noffsinger, Wayne Higgins,
Donnie Henry, Brent Brown and
Mark Young.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
evening in the First Christian
church. All boys interested in
scouting arg invited.

Boyd Reports For
Duty To Marines
Terry Keith Alexander, left, is being presented his promotion 'To Aviation Ordnanceman Third
Class by U. S. Navy Commander L S. Promersberger. A(e%andtr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander of Murray, is stationed aboard the USS Roosevelt rn a fighter squadron VF-84 in the
Mediterranean Sea area. The Murray man, a graduate of Murray High School, was employed at
Goodyear Rubber Company, Union City, Tenn., before entering the service two years ago.

Marine Cpl, Ronnie L. Boyd,
son of Mrs. Dorothy Boyd of
Route 5, Murray, reported for
duty at the Marine Corps Air
Station, Cherry Point, N.
A former student of Calloway
County High School, he joined
the Marine Corps in April 1969.

in a mortuary."
Despite six weeks of complicated and sometimes contradictory medical testimony
on the differences between a
fetus and a human being, the
jurors who convicted Edelin
said it was a photograph of the
aborted fetus that convinced
them.
"It looked like a baby," said
Liberty Ann Conlin of the black
and white picture of the 20-to
24-week-old fetus. "I'm not
speaking for the rest of the jurors, but it definitely had an effect on me."

Hunter, Cunningham
To Be At Luncheon
At UCM Wednesday
The Wednesday noon luncheon at the United Campus
Ministry will feature a dialogue
on the university involvement in
regional services. Participating
in the dialogue will be Dr.
Donald Hunter, Dean of the
College of Human Development
and Learning, and Dr. Mark
Cunningham, associate
professor in the Psychology
Department. This program will
conclude the month long series
on Murray State University and
Regional Services.
Dean Hunter has been on the
faculty at Murray State since
1957. Prior to his appointment
as dean of the school of
Education, he served as
University registrar at Murray
State. Dr. Hunter is a graduate
Southern
Mississippi
of
University and obtained his
doctorate in Education from
Indiana University.
Dr. Cunningham, a native of
Princeton, has been on the
Murray Faculty since 1967. He
is a graduate of the University
of Tampa and earned his
masters degree at the
University of Kentucky and his
PhD degree in Psychology from
the University of Montana.
Currently Dr. Cunningham is
serving as the faculty member
on the University Board of
Regents.
The luncheons are held at 202
N. 15th St. each Wednesday
from 12:30 to 1:30. The cost of
the meal is $1 and the public is
welcome to attend. For information or reservations, call
7534531.

Ronald Babb, DDS
is now located at
his new offices
at.

1405 Dudley Drive
His former
location was 104
North 4th Street

VACATION IN

FLORIDA
at St Petersburg Beach
on
th.
Gulf of Mexico
. .

RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY
1.000 teal of while sandy
beach, heated swimming
pool. air-conditioned
apartments with kitchenette,
free TV, large garden patios.
free poolside lounges and
free parking. Boating,
fishing. nightlife. shopping
nearby, lovely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premises
BankAmericard.
Master Charge accepted

on a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every one of
your dream castles. This 7 mile long
island has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gulf Winds'
family-sized apartments On the
beach stretch your
budget to include
'rote fun for your
vacation dollar

r,.1.

BATH
BEDROOM
•

LIVING DINING

Al.
"`=
1
.
"

RATES Now time April 30
From $1 1per person,
double occupancy.
53 for extra person
PHONE t8131 367-1927

FLOOR PLAN
ONE BEDROOM APT

Maol coupon for color brochure spartmem floor plans
and complete lost of rates

6900 Sunset way
51 Petersburg Beach, FlOrida

33756

Please send informafion
NAME_
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

,ZIP

